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ABSTRACT 

Digital heterodyne methods are employed in conjunction with periodic fringe projec

tion to produce a fast automated surface relief measurement technique. A method of sam

pling the image with a solid state detector array which produces a moire fringe image free 

of the noise terms normally present with moire techniques is presented along with an exten

sion to Whittaker-Shannon sampling theory to cover the moire aliasing phenomena. The 

limitations imposed on the surface slopes by the requirement that the properly moire sam

pled image spectra must be confined to a moire interval are given. Moire sampling allows 

an optical processing step (removal of the reference surface tilt), while classical nonaliased 

sampling produces the same information with respect to a tilted surface. General additive 

noise is analyzed as regards both integrating bucket and phase stepping algorithms and 

yields a signal to noise ratio dependent error with twice the frequency of the fringes for 

some algorithms. A phase averaging technique which eliminates these oscillatory errors as 

well as those caused by reference phase shift errors in all the algorithms is demonstrated. 

Both parallel and divergent geometries are discussed. The feasibility is experimentally 

demonstrated with results for the parallel case based on a system composed of commercially 

obtainable components. 

xi 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

What Is Topography? 

Topography is, according to Webster, 'the science of drawing on maps and charts or 

otherwise representing the surface features of a region, including hills, valleys ••• etc.' 

Orginally meant to refer to the surface of the world, it has also come to refer to the sur

face of other objects -- in particular the human body. In this dissertation it shall mean 

the science of measuring the relief of an object's surface in general. A specific topograph

ical study of an object is referred to as the 'topology' of the object. Moire topography is 

the art of applying moire patterns to reveal the surface shape or form of an object. 

Before starting a disscussion of moire topograhical methods, a brief history of moire phe

nomena in general will be presented -- followed by an explanation of how these apply to 

topography. 

Though not strictly limited to moire methods, much of this dissertation will be de

voted to moire techniques. As described in Chapter 2, however, the same methods apply to 

fringe projection techniques as well. Since the type of moire to be discussed herein relies 

first on projecting fringes onto an object prior to the formation of the moire pattern, fringe 

prOjection techniques will be an integral part of the discussion. 

Heterodyne has to do with mixing waves of different frequencies, thus producing a 

beat frequency. It literally means 'other mixing'. Digital refers to the representation of 

data as digits in a computer rather than as an analog signal such as voltage or current. The 

techniques presented herein belong to the field of metrology and are closely related to 

methods such ;;lS stereoscopic mensuration and close range photogrammetric techniques. It 
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should also be noted that the application of photogrammetric methods to other than the 

earth's surface is called 'non-topographic photogrammetry' by the photogrammetrists 

(friedman, 1980). 

Historical Moire Patterns and Applications 

The first scientific account of moire patterns was given in february 1874 in a paper 

entitled 'On the Manufacture and Theory of Diffraction-gratings' (Lord Rayleigh, 1874). 

In describing the lines on a diffraction grating Rayleigh states "The lines themselves are of 

course too close to be seen without a microscope; but their presence may be detected, and 

even the interval between them measured, without optical aid, by a method not depending 

on the production of spectra or requiring a knowledge of the wave-length of light." He 

goes on to say that if two gratings containing the same number of lines per inch are placed 

in contact " ••• a system of parallel bars develops itself ••• " and after explaining the cause 

of these bars he makes the statement, "When parallelism is very closely approached, the 

bars become irregular, in consequence of the imperfection of the ruling. This phenomenon 

might perhaps be made useful as a test." 

These bars have become known as moire fringes. Collecti vely they are called a 

moire pattern. Moire is the french word for "watered"; in English it usually refers to a 

type of cloth, i.e., silk with a wavy watery pattern is known as moire silk. "Authentic 

moire silk is produced from a glossy fabric with a pronounced weave of parallel cord. The 

fabric is folded so that the cords are nearly aligned and the two layers are pressed so as to 

engrave the parallel weave of one onto that of the other. When the material is unfolded, it 

displays a moire pattern due to the superposition of slightly misaligned parallel lines" (The

ocaris, 1962). In our current terminology, moire silk is called that because it displays a 

pattern of moire fringes. Webster defines fringe as (1) "a border or trimming of cords or 

thfeads", (2) "something resembling a fringe" and (3) "in optics, one of the parallel bands 
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resulting from diffraction of light; called also 'interference fringe. II Moire patterns can so 

closely resemble interference patterns (composed of interference fringes) that the bars that 

make up a moire pattern are naturally referred to as moire fringes. They can, in fact, look 

much more like a fringe, in sense (1) above, than interference fringes since moire fringes, 

produced from a coarse ruling, can still show the individual lines, resembling cord or 

threads, that compose it. They can also, of course, be composed of lines far too fine to 

resolve, as in Lord Rayleigh's observation. 

After slightly more than a hundred years, the phenomenon Lord Rayleigh thought 

might be useful as a test has become a branch of metrology all its own. Moire fringes have 

been used in the measurement of all manner of things from the form of a human body (Tak

asaki, 1970) or a ship's propeller (Reid, 1982) to the scan linearity of an SEM, Scanning 

Electron Microscope (Robinson, 1981). Figure 1.1 shows moire fringes caused by the over

lap of two straight line grids at different angles. Moire fringes are not only used in map

ping surface form (topological applications) but as the SEM example above hints, they are 

found in a wide variety of applications. Whether the extent or the diversity of these appli

cations is greater can be argued at length. What is not at iSSue, however, is whether or not 

the phen:xnenon is useful as a test -- the question is rather: as a test of whaU In answer 

to this question, the following brief accounts will illustrate some of the things the moire 

fringe phenomenon has been used for to date. 

In 1887, it was proposed (Righi, 1887) that the relative displacement of two gratings 

could be measured by observing the moire fringes caused by their interaction. Some scat

tered applications occurred between Rayleigh's discovery and the late 1940's when 

Imechanical interferometry, as they called it, I (\\eller and Shepard, 1948) was applied to 

measure the deformation under loading of a variety of models. Models were constructed 

of Lucite and then contact printed with a ruling from a lithographer's glass plate. Most 

models were then placed in a jig, covered with the glass original as a reference and 
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Figure 1.1. Moire fringes formed by the overlap of two straight line grid patterns. 
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structurely loaded. Observation of the light passing through the lucite model and the 

reference plate revealed moire fringes -- each fringe caused by the additional deflection of 

the model equal to the interval between the lines on the rulings (1/110"). Some of the 

models were covered with the glass reference plate and illuminated with collimated light 

through the plate to produce shadow type moire fringes -- each fringe corresponding to 

another unit of separation between the glass ruling and the model's surface (the unit being 

dependent on bath the ruling frequency and the angle of illumination). This is the first re

corded use of moire fringes to measure surface shape. 

It wasn't until the middle and late 1950's that two books appeared rigorously dealing 

with the moire phenomenon (Guild, 1956, 1960). Soon after the books' publication, they 

were followed by a number of applications involving moire displacement measurement in 

machine tools (Barber and Atkinson, 1959 and Mcllraith, 1962). These systems involve a 

ruling which is either imaged onto itself or placed in the Tabat image plane (equivalent to a 

filtered image) of another ruling of the same frequency. As one of the rulings is translated 

the transmitted light is modulated -- a fringe moves past. This modulated signal can then 

be photoelectrically detected and each fringe can be electronically subdivided to increase 

the resolution to a fraction of a fringe. The use of a scanning photodiode array whose 

width is exactly equal to the finge period (ruling spacing) has been used to sample a moire 

fringe and through multiple scans produce a periodic carrier which undergoes a 21T phase 

change as a fringe passes. Electronic phase measurment techniques can provide precisions 

to 1/1000 of a fringe (Robertson, 1978). Linear accuracies of a micro meter over a meter 

are not rare. 

Angular resolutions accurate to an arc second out of 3bO degrees are produced by 

radial gratings. Other techniques also allow angular changes to be monitored. The combi

nation of moire frin~es and balanced photoelectric fringe detection (Jones and Richards, 

1959) produced what is probrably the most sensitive ant:~ular measurement made to date. 
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Using an optical system which imaged one grating onto another by means of a mirror, the 

rotation of the mirror was resolved to 10-11 radians I 

Alignment sensors have also provided many applications of moire fringe technology. A 

sensor producing a null reading (no fringes) when aligned but which produced elaborate 

pattterns which varied in an unambiguous manner upon relative motion of one of the two 

overlapping gratings has been developed. It employed rulings of varying widths and spac

ings (Vagardy, 1964). A registration mark used in superpositioning photograhic transparen

cies consisting of concentric circles surrounded by a linear grating allows for their simul

taneous angular and linear alignment (Reid, 1983). An alignment indicator for inclined blast 

holes in rock quarrying utilized gratings of slightly different frequency. It consisted of two 

superimposed rulings; one of constant frequency, f, the other with slightly different fre

quency gratings over its two halves -- (f + At) and (f - At). When aligned the lines of the 

two grating were parallel producing a fringe pattern of straight parallel fringes. When in

correctly tilted it produced a chevron style fringe pattern whose direction indicated the 

direction of the tilt (Inogon International, 1980). 

The displacement of liquid levels has been monitored by reflecting the shadow of one 

ruling off of the liquid's surface prior to its falling onto a second ruling. The moire fringe 

pattern moves as the liquid level changes. The amount of the displacement corresponding 

to one moire fringe is governed by the the angiE: of reflection as well as the ruling spacing 

(Livnat and Kafri, 1982a). 

Measurements of horizontality have been made by a device ,utilizing collimated light 

which is reflected off both a liquid surface and an adjacent mirror before striking a grating 

and projecting its shadow onto another similar one (Livnat, Keren, and Kafri, 1983). As the 

device is tilted from the horizontal a small amount, the two reflected beams travel at dif

ferent angles and their shadows fall in different places, thus producing a relative displace

ment between the two respective parts of the moire pattern. Observing the moire fringe 
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pattern produced in this manner allowed for monitoring the horizontality of the device to 

10- 1 radians. An optical level using collimated light and based on moire fringes (livnat, 

Keren, and Kafri, 1982) has been proposed which is capable of giving absolute measurement 

of any inclination angle and is accurate to 10-5 rad. A modified version of this level has 

been developed which uses only ambient light and has a sensitivity approaching 10-" rad 

(livant and Kafri, 1983). It is based on observing the surface contours of a virtual ellipsoid 

and as such is an indirect application of moire for topography. 

Moire patterns have a long and active history in the field of experimental mechan

ics. A paper by Thoocaris (1962), one of the more prolific experimenters in the field, re

viewed some 85 references covering, at that time, the most important publications concern

ing moire fringes in mechanics. Four years later, in an article in 'Applied Mechanic Sur

veys' (Theocaris, 1966), he again reviewed them. The latter article covered some 151 

references. He also published a textbook (Theocaris, 1969) on the subject. Another te>tt, 

'Moire Analysis of Strain' (Ourelli and Parks, 1970) appeared soon after. Published seven 

years after, the text 'Elements of Experimental Stress Analysis,' (Hendry, 1977), says, "The 

moire method is perhaps the most convenient experimental technique for investigating plate 

problems.' Stress, strain, deformation, thickness changes, deflections -- all have and con

tinue to provide applications for the moire phenomenon. 

Surface contouring, surface topography revealf"d through the contours of an object, 

got its impetus in 1969 and 1970 (Pirroda, 1969; Meadows, Johnson, and Allen, 1970; Taksaki, 

1970; and Dykes, 1970). 

Historical Moire Patterns in Topography 

Theocaris's (1969) book contained a chapter titled 'Surface Topology By Moire Pat

terns' in which several techniques of forming moire patterns were discus!.ed. Among them 

was a discussion of the 'shadow moire method" applied to measuring the th,lckness variation 
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of a diffuse object under load. This was basically a more mathematical treatment of the 

shadow method of Weller and Shepard's 'mechanical interferometry' and had first been 

published in 1964 (Theocaris ,1964). Most of the other techniques dicussed were sensitive 

to slopes, i.e., the mo;re patterns formed were contours of constant slope and were applied 

to models with a reflective surface. 

Of particular interest to the person schooled in the field of optical testing, two of 

these techniques, the 'slit-source and grating' and the 'Salet-Ikeda' method are really 

Ronchi test (Ronchi, 1923) in disquise. A roochigram is just a slope sensitive moire fringe 

pattern caused by imaging a grating back onto itself. It is interesting to note that the Ita

lian physicist Vasco Roochi, after whom the test is named, observed what he called 'combi

nation fringes' (Ronchi, 1923a) when imaging a ruling onto itself at the center of curvature 

of a concave mirror in 1923. (For a history of the ronchi test see Applied Optics, ~ 437, 

1964.) 

Also in 1969, 8rooks and Heflinger published a paper titled 'Moire Gauging Using 

Optical Interference Patterns' (Brooks and Helflinger, 1969) in which the technique of pro

jection type moire was discussed. Stressing the ablility of the method to measure surface 

deformations, this paper presented the concept of using collimated beams of coherent light 

to form an interference pattern of straight fringes. The object to be tested was placed in 

the region of interference, thus illuminating it with a grid of equally spaced sheets CJf bright 

and dark. A photograph of the object so illuminated was then taken and the developed 

negative was replaced in its orginal position for use as a reference or master grid. I f the 

object now undergoes a surface deformation, the intersection of the illuminating sheet with 

the surface will shift position. The object's image, which now falls on the reference grid 

pattern (the developed image of the undeformed object), also shifts. Where the bright por

tions of the image fall on the clear parts of the negative the effect is to increase the 

brightness causing a moire pattern to be formed in the focal plane of the camera. This 
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moire pattern is a contour map of the surface deformation which can be photographed. The 

contour interval is determined by the separation of the illuminating sheets, and the illumi

nation and viewing angles. 

The beginning of moire topography or the use of moire fringes as a means to produce 

the contours of an object's suface, not its deformation from the surface, came in 1970 with 

the publication of two papers in Applied OptiCS; -Generation of Surface Contours by Moire 

Patterns - (Meadows, Johnson, and Allen, 1970) and -Moire Topography- (Takasaki, 1970). 

These two publications not only illustrated the technique, which had been basically done in 

1948, but also dealt with the mathematics behind it. The main differences from the earlier 

Brooks and Heflinger technique was that the illuminating pattern was just the shadow of a 

straight line grid pattern and that this same straight line grid pattern was used as a refer

ence in lieu of the undeformed grid pattern of the object. This amounts to using a refer

ence grid from a flat plane. The resulting contours are the deformations from a plane sur

face. The moire pattern is due to viewing the shadows through the grid itself and can be 

photograghed. These papers also dealt with point source illumination instead of the colli

mated beam which had been used previously. The depth interval between fringes is again 

dependent on the pitch of the grid, and the viewing and illumination positions. In fact, the 

moire fringes formed in this way are not always equal depth contours. The two basic types 

of moire contouring, shadow and projection, were thus formulated as early as 1970. Figures 

1.2 and 1.3 show examples of projection moire contouring. Figure 1.4 is a schematic show

ing how projection moire topography is implemented. 

The methodology for forming a contour map of the surface of an object with moire 

fringes had been clearly established as of 1970. Applications since have been varied. 

Takasaki (1982), whose orginal paper showed a photograph of contour line systems on both 

a mannequin and a human back, found a strong interest in the medical field pertaining to 

the study of the shape of the human body. The study of spinal deformity (Yatagai, 1982b 
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Figure 1.2. Projection moire contourogram of cylinder. 
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figure 1.3. Projection moire contourogram of ball imbedded in a plane. 
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Figure 1.4. The general set up used in projection moire topographic techniques. 

A grid is projected onto the object and the object is then imaged onto a refer
ence grid. 
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and Moreland, 1981) has lent itself well to moire topographic techniques. The fitting of 

prostheses (Saunders, 19B2) using moire contouring methods is an area of ongoing work as is 

its application to dental work. 

Meadows et al., 1970) applied the technique to contouring model cars and planes. 

Takasaki (1982) also mentions the applications of making line drawings from clay autorrobile 

models and the inspection of large microwave reflectors. Robinson (1981) used a hybrid 

moire technique to contour a diamond indenter of 800 micrometers diameter with a contour 

interval of 4.2 micrometers. Quality control of mass produced components may require 

cOlll>arison of each with a master part (Hovanesian and Yung, 1971). Reid (1984) shows 

the contour map of a three lobed cam as well as one showing the contour differences 

between two turbine blades. Brooks and Heflinger's (1969) original paper showed the con

tour lines of the difference between a turbine blade and one of its replicas. 

Current Emphasis 

By the early 1970's moire topology had been well established. The basic methodol

ogy was established and the techniques for producing a moire contourgram were achievable 

with II limited amount of optical apparatus. If all that is required is the visual intrepreta

tion of the fringe pattern, this can be performed in real time (while the fringes are actually 

formed) by a observer viewing the fringes. If further analysis is required, the data appears 

in the form of a photograph of the object with moire fringe contours superirrposed. The 

contour interval is determined from the frequency of the grid used and the geometry of the 

topographic set up. Whether the contour interval is constant or varies from fringe to fringe 

depends on the specific geometry of the set up. 

MacGovern (1972) gave the conn~ction between an image plane hologram (a specific 

type of interferogram) and the image of an object with projected fringes on it (a specific 

type of contouring known as lichtshittverfahren). He pointed out that the photograph of 
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the projected fringes is equivalent to the hologram made using an equivalent wavelength. 

A moire contourgram or contour map is very similar to an interferogram. Both are photo

graphs showing a fringe pattern. The information is stored in the shape and separation of 

these fringes. Data are only available at the fringe centers. It is not p05sible to tell hills 

from valleys without additional knowledge. Even the basic techniques of analyzing these 

data are similiar. To extrapolate the data to the area between the fringes, interpolation or 

fits to various functions have been employed. This requires getting the data into a com

puter readable format which has usually been done manually with a digitizing tablet. The 

operato!' would determine the fringe center by eye and then input the coordinates to the 

cOrJl)uter with the stylus. Basically, he follows a fringe center with the stylus. This is a 

slow tedious process but there are some advantages to doing it this way; itls inexpensive 

plus there is a lot of image processing going on in the mind of the operator as he locates a 

fringe center, and itls flexible since many different types of patterns may be accommo

dated. 

Phase Shifting Moire Techniques 

In recent years several papers have been published on moire topographic techniques 

with an emphasis on electronic processing to irJl)rove both the accuracy and the speed of 

the method. All of these techniques take advantage of some of the phase shifting or heter

odyne interferometric techniques develped during the 1970ls in one way or another. The 

basic prinCiple sterns from the fact that if the phase of either the projected or the refer

ence grid is changed, the moire fringe phase also changes. These approaches fall into two 

categories: phase measurement using electronic phasemeter or fringe center location. 

M05t of the phase measurement techniques (Perrin and Thomas, 1979; Shagam, 1980; and 

Reid, 1983) rely on later analysis of projected grid photographs in a coherent optical heter

odyne processor where the moire contour image is formed. As such, they are two step 
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methods: photograph and process. Basically the deformed grid photograph is iIIurrinated 

with a moving reference grid. The other (Indebetouw, 1978) detected the shifting moire 

pattern formed at a stationary reference grid with two detectors; one scanning in one 

dimension, the other stationary. The moire fringes were shifting due to the object being 

illuminated with a moving grid pattern. As in the other phase measurement techniques, the 

difference between the two siWlals gives the relative moire pattern phase at that location. 

All but one of these (Reid, 1983) have been sectional in nature, giving only one dimensional 

data. These techniques are capable of distinguishing hills from valleys and have reported 

precisions approaching 1/66 of a fringe interval. 

The fringe center techniques (Indesawa, Yatagai, and Soma, 1977a and Cline et. al., 

1984) are similar to the interferogram analysis discussed earlier, except that electronic 

means are employed to get the moire pattern into a computer readable form. A different 

approach to forming the moire pattern has been taken by ldesawa et. al. Their method is a 

projection technique whichs forms the moire pattern by sampling the deformed grid image 

with a virtual grating. This is somewhat reminiscent of the analog technique of Ichilka and 

Inuiya (1972). This virtual grating has been formed in different ways as their technique 

has evolved over the years (Yatagai, Idesawa, and Saito, 1982). Initially it was the sam

pling by a scanning digitizer which formed the moire pattern. This digitizing technique 

allowed control over the pitch and phase of the virtual grating. B)' shifting the phase of 

the virtual grating, the moire fringes were also shifted. This shift was used to distinguish 

between hills and valleys since the fringe moved in different directions for each. In more 

recent years the deformed grid image was digitized using a linear array of photodetectors 

and the virtual grating sampling performed in the cOf11luter. The fringe centers are det

ected using local algorithms or by quadratic polynomial fitting. The technique of Cline et. 

al. (1984) also used a phase shift in the moire pattern caused by moving the object; they 

produced two sets of contours separated by a half contour interval and then digitized and 
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thresholded to find the fringe centers. This technique decreases the contour interval by a 

factor of two and gives sign (hills or valleys) information as well as automating the detec

tion of the centers. 

Another approach (Moore and Truax, 1977) was a combination of the above two. 

Called phase locking moire fringe analysis after a similar technique used in interferometry 

(Johnson and Moore, 1977), it tracks or locks on to the moire fringe center by monitoring 

the AC signal produced by dithering the angle of illumination. Once locked to a fringe, this 

fringe is made to sweep across the object by moving the object in relation to the reference 

grid. By monitoring the object's motion as it is translated, the depth contours are ob

tained. Precisions of 1/20 of a fringe were re~rted. 

Other Methods 

Other topographic approaches include stereoscopic methods. These are basically tri

angulation type methods in which two photographs separated by a known amount are used 

to measure the ·stereoscopic parallax· which is then converted to a height. This has been 

done in the past with sophisticated viewing machines which produce a contour line plot. It 

has been a time consuming and tedious process requiring a human operator. Recently 

efforts have been made to automate this stereoscopic plotting process utilizing some type 

of automatic scanning and correlating of the photographs. This includes electronic scamers 

such as cathode-ray-tube (CRT) devices, vidicon devices, solid state arrays as well as 

electro-optic scanners involving lasers, light emitting diodes (LEOs), or conventional lamps. 

The correlation or matching or the scanned images has been done by electronic correlation, 

digital correlation as well as coherent optical correlations techniques which essentially in

volved the frequency plane technique of transforming one stereo photograph into a matched 

filter for the other. There is even a real time stereo image correlator which uses solid 

state arrays sensors, digitizes two stereo images, and then digitally correlates the two to 
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produce an elevation map. The main drawbacks to this approach are that many pixels are 

processed to produce one correlation patch, thereby degrading the resolution, and correla

tion requires an object scale with some detail; consequently it does not work well with a 

smooth object. 

It is interesting to note that moire tqlography can ~ thought of as a method of 

measuring the stereoscopic parallax (Perrin and Thomas, 1979). (The "stereoscopic paral

lax" is another way of saying triangulation technique.) In fact the whole gamut of tech

niques listed in Table 1.1 are referred to as "non-topographic photogrammetry" (since not 

applied to the study of the earth's surface) by the photogrammetrists (Friedman, 1980). 

This table is reproduced from the Manual of Photogrammetry to illustrate the breadth of 

these techniques and the predominance of optical methods employed in "stereometric sen-

sors." 

Dissertation: Motivation and Goals 

In the quest for better precision these previous approaches run into problems. Two 

step processes involving analysis requii'ing interferometric concitions are needlessly complex 

out of the laboratory. Non-uniform intensity distributions hurt level cOflllarison type 

fringe cent~r methods. One dimensional approachs can't find curved fringe centers (Kolio

poulos, 1981). Film induced non-linearities can severely adversely affect phasemeters using 

zero crossing techniques. The same is true of broad fringes. Local algorithms which are 

not affected by spatial non-uniform intensity distributions have not been employed to meas

ure the phase, but only used insofar as finding fringe centers. The digital heterodyne tech

niques (Bruning et. al., 1974 and Wyant, 1974) which are revolutionizing the testing of qlt

ical components have not been explored as pertains to moire techniques. It is felt that 

these techniques are well suited to moire topographical techniques which cannot truly 

explore their potential, until released from the optical laboratory and blended with the cur-



Table 1.1. Stereometric sensors. 

From Friedman (1980, p. H22). 

Old 

Mechanical 
coordinate data points 
are read off the object 
(such as human body or 
body parts) 
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New 

Stereophotogrammetry 

Moire interferometry 

Hologrammetry 

laser ranging 

light slit 

Electronic 

Etc. 
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rent electronic technologies of microcomputers and solid state photodetector arrays. These 

combined technologies offer choices as to metrological techniques which as yet are unthin

kable. This dissertation is motivated by these thoughts and the intent to explore phase 

shifting techniques as applied to moire metrology. It is hoped that the completion of this 

goal will provide a clear understanding of how digital heterodyne methodologies apply to 

topographic techniques, and eventually lead to a fuJI two dimensional, in-situ, high preci

sion, real time hlpographical technique. 



CHAPTEK 2 

MUIKE ANU PIWJECTIUN TOPOGRAPHY 

Projection Methods 

This dissertation will deal with projection type topographic methods as opposed to 

the shadow type moire methods. The shadow type moire topographical method is particu

larly simple. It consists of viewing an object through the grid through which it is illumi

nated -- the same grid is used for casting the shadow and for viewing. This technique has 

been discussed elsewhere (Takasaki, 1970) and will not be presented here. It is not amen

able to phase shifting techniques and requires a grid as large as the object to be contoured. 

For these reasons, it is not of interest in this dissertation (except as the starting point for 

moire methods). 

The simplest projection technique is to illuminate an object with a parallel beam 

which projects onto the object a periodic pattern of straight lines. When viewed from a 

direction other than the illuminating direction the phase of this pattern is modulated by the 

object's surface topology -- the stripes are no longer straight. This deviation from 

straightness reveals the surface shape just as in an interferogram the deviation from 

straightness reveals the shape of the wavefront assuming the reference wavefront is a 

plane wave. This method was first used in 1969 (Brooks and Heflinger, 1969) and is a 

method currently employed to measure surface topology (Lasers and Applications, 19M). 

This technique shall be called line painting in this dissertation. It has not been a very sen

sitive method although recently (Srinivasan, Llu, and Halioua, 1984) phase detection tech

niques have been employed to yield rms reproduciblity on the order of )./23U rms. Line 

20 
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painting yields this infonnation relative to a tilted surface rather than a surface parallel to 

the detector as is possible with the moire techniques. 

We begin by considering the parallel projection case as it is the simplest and provides 

the conceptual groundwork for further developement. By parallel projection we mean the 

situation where points which are equally spaced in one plane are projected such that their 

spacing remains a constant throughout some volume. How this is done optically will be dis

cussed when the actual implementation is discussed in Chapter 4. Figure 2.1 shows an 

object illuminated in the parallel sense with a sinusoidal intensity distribution, ip (x,y), from 

an angle \.I with respect to the z axis and Similarly viewed from angle t. This projection 

irradiance is described mathematically as follows: 

where; 

ip (It,y,z) = I, 0 [ 1 + Mp cos ( !: (x-x, -ztan(\.I» ) ] 

ip = Irradiance distribution (prctjected) 

100= Average Irradiance 

Mp = Modulation 

px = Projection of the sinusoidal period (p) along x 

(not the x component of p) 

x, = Constant spatial shift along the x axis 

(x axis intercept) 

\.I = Angle between z axis and projection axis 

(positive in the counter clockwise sense) 

x,y,z = Spatial coordinates 

2.1 

Equation 2.1 describes the projected irradiance pattern ip as a flllction of the spatial 
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An object, z = surf(x,v), illuminated at angle J.I and viewed at angle ., with 
collimated optical systems. 
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coordinates x, y, and z. If we let the z coordinates of the surface of the object be des

cribed by the "surf" function where surf is a function of the x and y coordinates then we 

have z = surf(x,y) en the object's surface. This can be directly substituted into Equation 

2.1 for z to describe the projected irradiance pattern on the surface of the object, is 

(x,y,surf(x,y),).I) as: 

is (x,y,surf(x,y),p) = 100 [ 1 + Mp cos ( !: (x-xo -flXj.l ) ) ] 2.2 

where fiX", = ztan(p) = surf(x,y)tan(",) 2.3 

If the object thusly illuminated is viewed with a viewing system whose axis makes an angle 

, with the z axis where IjI is defined to be positive in the clockwise sense; an apparent shift 

of flXp in the pattern is observed where: 

flXIjI = surf(x,y)tan(,). 2.4 

Thus we have the viewed radiance distribution, iVl which is written as: 

Notice that 10 has been written as a constant for simplicity although in reality it is a func

tion of 100 , x, y, p, and " i.e., 10 = 10(loo'x,y,p,,). We have treated MVI the viewed mod

ulation, similarly. This can be done because the information we are interested in is con

tained in the phase of the cosinusoidal carrier and not its magnitude or contrast although in 

some detection schemes, such as threshold digitization and fringe center detection; this 
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variation can cause errors since the fringes may not be synmetric after scattering off the 

surface. 

The above equation describes a fringe pattern, with an initial shift of xo, shifted by 

an amount l1Xl1 due to parallel projection from the angle 11, and shifted by l1X, due to par

allel viewing from the angle cjI. 

I f we make the following substitutions: 

Xl = X - Xo 

a 

= 

= 

2n 
px 

2n 
( - ) (l1xl1 + l1xcjl) 

px 

2n = (-) ( surf(x,y)tan(l1) + surf(x,y)tan(cjI) ) 
px 

then this equation can be written as: 

iv (x,y,surf(x,y),l1,cjI) = 10 ( 1 + Mv cos (wp xl- a) ). 

2.6 

2.7 

Notice that the phase, a, of this cosinusoidal pattern depends on three constants, 11, cjI, and 

Px, which are determined by the projection and viewing geometries and the period of the 

projected pattern. It has only one functional dependence, surf(x,y), the z surface coordi-

nate of the surface at each x and y location. Thus the phase shift at each x,y location is 

proportional to the surface relief in the z direction. 

Now compare this equation, as was basically done by MacGovern (1972), with that 

obtained by testing a surface in an interferometer using collimated light with an angular 

tilt, 6, between the test wavefront and the reference wavefront. The interferometric 

equation is 
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I(x,y) = Average Irradiance (1 + m cos [(2
A
1I')( (x-xo)sine - 2surf(x,y) ) ] ) 2.8 

or rewritten as: 

. r 211'sintl 2surf(x y) 1 
I(x,y) = Average Irradlance (1 + m cos L(-A-) ( (x-x o) - sine' ) J ) 2.9 

With the sustitutions px = A/sin e and 1/sin 6 = tan(iJ) + tan( t) this can be rewritten as: 

I(x,y) = Average Irradiance (1 + m cos [(!:)«X-x o) - 2n ) ] ) 2.10 

which is identical in form to Equation 2.7 except for the multiplicative factor of 2 involving 

the surface height. This is due to the interferometric equation above appling to double pass 

testing which results in the surface height being multiplied by a factor of two in the phase 

of the interfering light due to reflection off the surface. 

Contour Intervals 

Based on this identification, an equvalent wavelength, Ae, can be assigned which is 

given by: 

Ae = Px sine = px 
2.11 

tan(iJ) + tan( t) 

So the viewed object with projected fringe pattern ..... hose phase is modulated by the 

object's surface relief corresponds to a interferogram with tilt (or what MacGovern calls an 
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image plane hologram). The equilavent wavelength as defined here differs from 

MacGovem's definition by a factor of two. As defined this way the contour interval, i.e., 

the object relief which correspnds to a departure from straightness of one additional fringe, 

is equal to the equivalent wavelength (instead of half of it). One fringe corresponds to one 

contour interval. The contour interval, Az, defined this way is along the z direction (see 

Figures 2.2 and 2.3) and is the projection of the interval along the line of sight, P~, onto 

the z axis. Table 2.1 shows the equations which govern the contour interval in terms of P, 

the projected period, and, Px, its projection along x. 

Equation 2.11 is most often given as the contour interval expression in the moire 

topographical literature (which is mait confused). Many authors have presented their own 

coordinate systems with various origins and conventions. Consider 2.11 for a moment; it 

indicates that the contour interval varies with both the projection and viewing angles. The 

angles II and ~ are the angles with respect to the z axis. Once I know the contour interval, 

Az, for a given geometry, it does not change with the object. What this means is that the z 

axis is locatable at will. It is dependent on the choice of lI. Once II is chosen, Px is fixed 

and now ~ can be selected. ~ is arbitrary and once the sum, tan II + tan ~, is known it is 

possible to place an object an any angle and relate it to a known height measured on a cali-

bra ted object at another angle by a transformation of the axes. 

The simplest and most intuitive (therefore the best) way is to describe the contour 

interval is 

P 2.12 
sin (~ + lI) 

as is given in Table 2.1. Further choose ~ = 0, which puts Az = P ~ by rotating the line of 

sight to be along the z axis. These choices produce a contour interval expression of 
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The contour interval, Poll' is measured along the viewing direction. The 
dotted line shows a depression in the object one contour interval deep. 



Figure 2.3. 
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x 

The contour interval along the viewing direction, p~, is equal to 
P/(sin(~-~». 

Its projection in the z direction, lu, is equal to p~ cos(~) or 
px/(tan(~) + tan (~». 



Table 2.1. Countour interval equations. 

See text and Figures 2.1-2.3 for explanation. 

Contour Interval 

Pt 
(viewing direction) 

!J.z 
(z direction) 

P (period) 

P 

P 
tan(t )cos(ll)+sin(ll) 
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Px (along x) 

tan(ll)COS( t )+sin( t) 

tan(ll)+tan( t) 
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Ilz = P, = 
p 

2.13 -.-. 
Sin J.I 

Thus the analogy with an image plane hologram (a tilted interferogram) becomes complete 

as the sense of the fringe spacing with increasing angle is the same. The contour im:erval 

and the fringe spacing decrease with increasing angle while the physical spacing on the 

object increases with increasing angle. Figure 2.4 shows the behavior of the interferome-

tric fringe spacing, topological contour interval and physical spacing of the projected 

fringes as a function of the illumination angle. These are governed by A/sin 6, p/sinJ.l, 

p/COSJ.l respectively. The important point to notice is that although the projected fringe 

spacing increases the contour interval decreases. This is due to the fact that the contour 

interval is along the z direction while the projected fringe spacing is along the x direction. 

The analogy drawn is between the topological contour interval and the interfermetric fringe 

spacing, not the projected fringe spacing on the object. 

The contour interval or equivalent wavelength in projection topographic techniques 

is adjustable. It is not fixed as is the case in holographic or interferometric techniques. 

The equivalent wavelength is a function of the projection period and the projection angle 

and therefore can be tailored to the desired sensitivity. This flexibility is one of the major 

strengths of projected fringe techniques. 

Table 2.2 gives the contour interval or eqUivalent wavelength as a function of angle 

for periods of 100, 200,500, and 1000 micrometers. Equation 2.13 yields the contour inter-

val given a period and an angle. The follOWing gives the error in this interval for errors AP 

and IlJ.l in the period and angle respectively. 

2.14 
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Table 2.2. Contour intervals, Joe' for projection periods, P, of lOU, 200, 500, 1000 microm-
eters and projection angles, "" from 5 to 65 degrees in steps of 5 degrees. 

The viewing angle, t, is zero. Therefore lJ. Z and Pt are both along Z (see text 
and Equation 2.13). Angles given in degrees, periods in micrometers, contour 
intervals in micrometers. 

Angle P=100 P=200 P=500 P=10OO 

5 1147.4 2294.7 5736.9 11473.7 

10 575.9 1151.6 2879.4 575H.8 

15 386.4 772.7 1931.9 3863.7 

20 292.4 584.8 1461.9 2923.8 

25 236.6 473.2 1163.1 2366.2 

3U 200.0 400.U 1000.0 200U.0 

35 174.3 348.7 671.7 1743.4 

40 155.6 311.1 777.9 1555.7 

45 141.4 282.8 707.1 1414.2 

50 130.5 261.1 652.7 1305.4 

55 122.1 244.2 610.4 1220.8 

60 115.5 230.9 577.4 1154.7 

65 110.3 220.7 551.7 1103.4 

70 106.4 212.8 532.1 1064.2 

75 103.5 207.1 517.6 lU35.3 

60 101.5 203.1 507.7 1015.4 

65 100.4 200.8 501.9 1003.8 
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Table 2.3 gives this error as a function of angle for a one degree error in the angle for per

iods of 100,200,500, and 1000 micrometers. 

Moire Method 

If we define a hierarchy of informational formats, in the sense of the measurements 

producing the information of interest without further processing, then on the next level up 

from the line painting techniques are the moire techniques. These afford the added infor

mational value of removing the tilt across the sampled surface to provide the relevant in

formation with respect to a reference surface that is manipulatable as well as a gain in the 

ultimate depth resolution due to their aliaSing properties. Moire techniques provide a lim

ited amount of optical processing in the way that the image is sampled to manipulate the 

information content thereof. This is done by sampling the projected fringes on the surface 

of an object in the moire sense (Bell and Koliopoulos, 19M) rather that in a Whittaker

Shannon sense (claSSical nonaliased sampling). 

Spatial Heterodyne Produces Beat 

Moire fringes are a common phenomenon. Anyone who has lived in a house with 

window screens or netted drapes has seen them. Moire topography (Meadows et. al., 1970 

and Takasaki, 1970) is a technique for forming a contour map of an object using the moire 

fringes to form the contour lines. 

Two basic methods of moire contouring are commonly used -- shadOW and projec

tion. In the former, only one grid is used and the object to be contoured is both illuminated 

and viewed through it from different angles. In the latter method, two grids are used -

one is projected onto the object and the object, thusly illuminated, is then imaged onto the 

second grid from another angle. Each method has advantages and disadvantages, but both 

share the pr.:>blem that unwanted terms are present in the image. This dissertation will dis-
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Table 2.3. Error in the contour intervals given in Table 2.2 for a 1 degree error in the 
projection angle for angles ranging between 5 and 85 degrees and periods of 
100, 20U, 500, 1000 micrometers. 

Angles given in degrees, periods in micrometers, errors in micrometers. 

Angle P=100 P=200 P=500 P=1000 

5 228.9 457.8 1144.5 2288.9 

10 57.0 114.0 285.0 570.0 

15 25.2 50.3 125.8 251.7 

20 14.0 28.0 70.1 140.2 

25 8.9 17.7 44.3 88.6 

30 6.0 12.1 30.2 60.5 

35 4.3 8.7 21.7 43.5 

40 3.2 6.5 16.2 32.4 

45 2.5 4.9 12.3 24.7 

50 1.9 3.8 9.6 19.1 

55 1.5 3.0 7.5 14.9 

6U 1.2 2.3 5.8 11.6 

65 0.9 1.8 4.5 9.0 

70 0.7 1.4 3.4 6.4 

75 0.5 1.0 2.4 4.8 

80 0.3 0.6 1.6 3.1 

85 0.2 0.3 0.8 1.5 
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cuss a method of projection moire that requires only one grid and conveniently eliminates 

these unwanted terms. 

Moire phenomena are generally discussed in terms of two cosinusoidal grids, but usu-

ally they are implemented using two square waves grids. The cosinusoidal discussion is used 

because it is simpler and produces the same terms as square wave grids except for the addi-

tional terms due to the interaction of the higher harmonics. Moire fringe formation can be 

thought of in a number of equivalent ways such as a -beat- between two similar spatial 

frequencies, or as a spatial heterodyning in which a carrier spatial frequency is modulated 

by the object shape and then demodulated by another grid, or as -aliasing by undersam-

piing - in which the moire fringes are formed as the result of undersampling a quasi-periodic 

image to produce new frequencies by the aliasing of certain frequency components in the 

image. 

Moire Equations for Parallel Projection and Viewing Geometry 

EarUer in the chapter we derived the equation for an object illuminated in a parallel 

fashion by a cosinusoidal irradiance distribution. Now let's sample the image of this object 

with a cosinusoidal mask function so that the sampled image is the irradiance distribution 

on the surface multiplied by the sampling function. Using the notation developed earlier, 

the sampled image, fs(x,y), is equal to iv (x,y,surf(x,y),J.I,t) times the sampling function, 

samp(x,y) where 

samp(x,y) = 1 + Ms cos ( ~: x- ) 

d 
dx = cos(t) 

21T I" f IllS = d = samp Ing requency 
x 

x" = x - xos 

Ms = modulation of sampling function 2.14 
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and d is the sampling period in the plane of the mask. There is no variation in the y direc-

tion. 

The equation for fs is 

fs (x,y) = iv (x,y,surf(x,y),p) samp(x,y) 

= 'o(1+Mv cos( IIlp x'- em (1+Ms cos( IllS x" ) )] 

10 = 2" (1+Mv COS(lIlp x'- e) + Ms COS(IIlS x" ) )] 

+ rCOS(lIlp x' + IllS x"- e) - rCOS(lIlp x' - IllS x"- Q) 2.15 

Mv Ms 
where r = 2 2.1b 

Signal Terms, Noise Terms 

This sampled image consists of a constant and four terms. These terms can be iden-

tified with reference to their classical or shadow method counterparts in order of their 

occurrence as the "shadow" (the image of the object with projected fringes, i.e., the origi-

nal unsampled image), the "grid" (the sampling grid -- sometimes called reference or de-

modulation grid), the moire "sum term", and lastly the moire "difference term". Since in 

moire topography it is the difference term that is of interest (although a few methods have 

proposed using the sum term), a" the other terms can be lumped together under the heading 

noise. Notice that these extra terms (noise) are present even with a cosinusoidal projected 

illumination and a cosinusoidal sampling function. This represents the "best case" since as 

mentioned earlier the actual implementation is most often using square waves for both pro-

jection and illumination. In any case the cosinusoidal sampling flilction is hard to achieve 
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in practice and thus is never used. More will be said about this later, but it is mentioned 

now since it is an important aspect of moire sampling. 

Considering these terms we see that the "shadow" term is just as its name implies; it 

is the object as shadowed by the projected illurrination or what we earUer called the 

viewed irradiance distribution. It is simply the image of the object with the projected 

fringes on it. The second term or "grid" term is what we would see if we looked through 

the "grid" or sampling fLllction at an empty or blank scene without projecting a fringer 

pattern. In this case, we would see the grid or sampling mask. The third term, the "sum" 

term is called that because its argument is the sum of the arguments of the viewed scene 

and the salT1lling fLllction. It is therefore a higher frequency term that the others and 

appears as a fine pattern. The fourth and last term, the "c:ifference" term is similarly 

named due to its argument being the difference of the arguments of the viewed scene and 

the sampling functions. It is the "beat" term. Its frequency is the beat (or difference) 

between the frequency of the viewed grid pattern in the scene and the sampling frequency. 

This term governs the low frequency fringes which represent the difference between the 

object's surface and the surface represented by the sampling function. The sampling func

tion can be thought of as representing a specific surface in the sense that it corresponds to 

the pattern seen when this surface is illuminated with a pattern from one direction and then 

viewed from another direction as was discussed earlier under the projected fringes section. 

In the case under discussion where the sampling fLllction is a constant frequency cosine 

pattern the corresponding surface is a plane. Thus the "difference" term represents the 

difference (in fringes) between the object's surface and a plane. As presented, i.e., the 

parallel case, each fringe denotes the same amount of difference and as such is a contour 

fringe like the contour lines on a topoKraphic map. 
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The Moire Difference Term 

Let's examine the moire difference term: 

rCOS(lIIp x' - IllS X"- 0). 2.17 

The argument can be rewritten as: 

2'11' 211" 
IIIp x' - IllS X"- g = - (x-xo) - -d (x-xos) - g 

px x 

[
1 1 1 [xo xos] = 2'11'x - - - J - 2'11' - -- - g. 
px dx Px dx 

2.18 

This argument is comprised of three terms -- a linear term, a phase constant and a phase 

shift which depends on the object's surface. Let's consider each in turn. 

Starting with the first term which is a linear function of x (commonly called tilt in 

optics) we see that its frequency is given by the difference in the two frequencies (pX)-l 

and (dX)-l. Thus we have a tilt term which is at the beat frequency between the x projec-

tions of our projected freguency and the sarJ1)ling frequency. This term can be rewritten as 

follows: 

• 1 1 2'11'x r Px 1 
2'11'x( - - - ) = - L 1 - (- ) J Px dx Px dx 

=2'11' X [1 _ (PCOS( ~» ] 
dcos(IJ) 

2.19 

by recalling that dx = d/cos(~) and Px = p/cos(IJ). This term represents the tilt from some 

planar reference surface. It depends on the angles IJ and ~ and the projected and sampling 

periods d and p. All these factors are under our control so it is possible to select the 
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reference plane of choice. For no tilt this term must be equal to zero which implies that 

the x projections of p and d are equal or equivalently that 

pcOS(4I) = dCOS(Il). 2.20 

If we satisfy this equation the reference surface will be parallel to the x,y plane. Figure 

2.5 srows the tilt free case where p F: d but their x projections are equal. Notice that if 

p = d then the angles II and 41 must also be equal which means that the reference plane 

bisects the angle between the illumination and the viewing directions. 

Next consider the second term; the intial phase term. This term does not vary with 

the spatial coordinates and thus is a constant. It contributes an offset or bias to the phase 

(or, in optics, piston) and is not important insofar as determining the shape or the surface 

since all points on the surface receive the same contribution from it. It can be rewritten 

thusly; 

2.21 

It is a function of the intial x offsets of the illumination and viewing systems as well as 

their periods along x. It will be zero only ~f the fractional offsets of the illuminating and 

viewing systems are equal which is eqUivalent to saying that they have the same initial 

phase. Otherwise it has some value which is determined by the geometry and affects all 

x,y points the same. It is important only if we are attempting to measure the absolute dis-

tance to the surface from the reference plane rather than its relief (the distance relative 

to other surface points). It is worth noting that If the distance to the origin plane is 

known then the absolute distance could be found if this piston term could be measured. 
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Same x projections (dx = Px) but di fferent angles (ll F- $) give reference 
plane parallel to x,y plane. 
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This would require knowing the absolute values of Xo and xos (which means knowing the 

fringe order). 

Now consider the third and final term, n, in the argument of the cosine in the moire 

difference term. It is this term that contains the shape information in the form of a sur-

face height dependent phase shift. Each point on the surface contributes a shift related to 

its height. Substituting Equation 2.11 into Equation 2.6 this term can be written as: 

n = 21T surf(x,y) 
he 

2.21 

which represents a phase shift in radians proportional to the surface, described by surf(x,y), 

in units of our equivalent wavelength he. As in the line painting technique described ear

lier, each additional fringe corresponds to a surface height interval he. Table 2.1 gives the 

equations governing this contour interval. 

Presented next is a general discussion in spectral terms of moire as an aliasinglsam-

piing phenomenon and, more specifically, sampling with a solid state detector array such as 

a CCD or charge injected device (CI D). 

Moire as Aliasing 

Begin by considering the image of a tilted plane (tilted in the x direction only for 

simplicity and to provide insight) with cosine fringes projected onto it and sample this 

image with a cosinusoidal function. For a plane we have 

surf(x,y) = ko + x (slope) = ko + xS 2.22a 

where the slope in the x direction is denoted as S. With this definition the sampled 

image, fs(x,y) can be written as 



1 [ 211 1 fs(x,y) = '4 [ 1 + Mv cos (T (x-a» J 

211 
+ Ms cos (d) 

x 

+ r cos[ 211( 1/13 : 1/d
x 

- :) ] 

r [2 ( x a)]) t (overall 
+ cos 11 1/13 _ 1/dx 

- i rec width 
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2.22b 

where Mv' Ms are the rrodulations of the viewed fringes and the sampling function respec-

tively, 13 is the period of the projected fringes on the object as seen from the viewing arm, 

dx is the period of the sar11>ling function, and a is the phase of the viewed fringes. In 

terms of the previously defined quantities this means that 

13 = Px/ (1 - S ( tan(~) + tan(,) ) 

a _ k r tan(lJ) + tan(,) 1 
- 0 L 1 - S ( tan(~) + tan(,) ) J 1.23 

xo =0 

xos =0 

As before the terms in Equation 2.22b can be identified with reference to their classical or 

shadow method counterparts as the ·shadow· (the image of the object with projected 

frin,'les, i.e., the original unsampled image), the ·grid· (the sampling grid -- sometimes 

called reference or derrodulation grid), the moire sum term, and lastly the rroire difference 

term. 

To illustrate the aliasing that produces these terms, consider the spectral domain 

analysis. If Iv (t,n) and S(t,n) represent the Fourier transforms of the shadow image and 
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the sampling flilction respectively, the sampled image spectrum, Fs(t,n), is given by Iv 

(t,n) •• S(t,n) where •• denotes a two dimensional convolution and 

Iv(t,n) = ~ [ o(t,n) + Mv ~ oo(a t) o(n) eXP(-i21T(i)t)] 

S(t,n) = ~ [ o(t,n) + Ms ~ oo(dx t) o(n)] 

2.24 

2.25 

describe the object and sampling function spectra under discussion. The oo(a t) (Gaskill 

'978) function denotes two delta functions symmetrically spar.ed at +/- va about the 

origin. After substitution and performing the conwlution, the sampled image spectrum is 

written as 
x,. 

Fs(t,n) = i [o(t,n) + Mv ~ oo(fit) o(n) eXP(-i21T(i)t) 

Ms dx 
+ -2- oo(dx t) o(n) 

+ Ms ~v B ~x (B+dx) 00[ Vd
x
t +VB ] o(n). eXP(-i21T(i)t) 

Ms Mv a d i t i 
+ 2 2

X 
(B-dx) 6\ Vd

x 
-va J o(n) eXP(-i21T(i)t)] 

•• sinc(-'-) 
width 

2.26 

These terms can be identified as the shadow, the grid, the sum term and the moire differ-

ence term spectra respectively. Figure 2.6 is a graphical representation of the cosine sam-

piing process in the frequency domain and illustrates how aliasing produces the lower fre-

quency moire spectrum as well as how the noise terms occur. Each delta function is actu-

ally a narrow sinc function due to the finite size of the sampling array. 
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-.... -.... 

• A· shows the spectrum of the viewed image, Iv' • B· shows the sampled 
image spectrum, Fs' Only one dimension is shown. The tic marks on the 
axis are at half the sampling frequency (1/dx) and correspond to the maxi
mum allowed frequency that can be reproduced without aliasing. 
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Inspection of Figure 2.6c shows that no moire pattern is produced unless aliasing 

occurs. This means the fringe frequency on the object (as seen from the observation point) 

must exceed 1/2dx, i.e., -! of the sampling or Nyquist frequency defined as 1/dx• If the 

object spectrum has terms with frequencies below this as well, it is il11>ossible to separate 

the moire terms in the baseband from the unaliased terms as is known from classical sam-

piing theory. Notice, also, that if the spectrum includes terms at greater than 1-! times 

the Nyquist frequency, these would overlap with the aliased terms from the negative order 

spectrum. To properly sample in the moire sense, that is to produce moire difference con-

tours without ambiguity, i.e., no spurious moire fringes, the image to be sampled must have 

a spectrum that lies totally within the range of -i to 1-! Nyquist frequencies or 

113 
2dx < i < 2dx • 2.27 

This spectral interval is different from that allowed by the Whittaker-Shannon sam-

piing theorem (Goodman, 196H) for unaliased sampling. This interval condition could be 

thought of a moire sampling theorem or the moire corollary to the classical samp~ng theo-

rem. These Nyquist frequency wide intervals (length = 1/dx) beginning at -! the Nyquist 

frequency are herein called moire intervals. Since the object slopes affect the spatial fre-

quency of the viewed fringes, this moire sampling theorem sets a limit on the range of 

object slopes that can be correctly moire contoured. The allowed slopes,S, which fit into 

the frequency range of the first moire interval are given by 

r 1-.£!.] [1-3px 1 2dx 2dx 
Ltan(~}+tan(~} > 5 > tan(p}+tan(~}J 2.27 
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or setting ~ = 0 and rewriting in terms of the contour interval, Ae, 

2.28 

Now consider the process of sampling with an array of detector elements such as 

provided by a charge coupled detector (C(;D) array. The array performs two functions; (1) 

it integrates the irradiance distribution over a pixel area, and (2) it reads out this value at 

each available pixel location. These operations can be expressed mathematically as a con-

volution of the image distribution with the pixel shape, assuming uniform responsivity, which 

can then be multiplied by a periodic array of delta functions (herein called a comb function 

(Gaskill, 1978» to select those pixel locations physically present. 

If iv (x,y) is the image distribution, the sampled version fs(x,y) can be written as 

[image •• pixel] X comb(pixel spacing) X Rect(overall array» or 

fs(x,y)= fL iv (x,y) •• _1_ Rect(...!.. , ..L )1 
Wx Wy Wx WY.J 

x y 
X rect ( NT ' N li.) 

X X y -y 
2.29 

where Wx and Wy are the dimensions the pixel along x and y respectively, dx and dy are the 

pixel spacings, Nx and Ny are the number of pixels and Rect (array size) (Gaskill, 1978) 

accounts for the finite number of pixels available. Fs(E;,n) is the spectrum of the sampled 

image and is written as 
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2.30 

The image spectrum is first apodized by the sinc (Vpixel) function, then smoothed some-

what by convolution with the relatively narrow Sinc (1!(array size» function and finally 

replicated into orders by convolution with the COOlb function. Again it is the overlap of 

these different orders that produces the moire fringes. If the classic sampling criteria are 

applied such that the spectral orders do not overlap, then no moire pattern is produced. 

Using the same image as before, a plane illurrinated by projected cosine fringes, it is found 

that after substituting into 2.29 and after some manipulation Fs(t n) can be written as , 

1 M [t 1 
Fs (t,n)="4 [ 6(t,n) + 2(d

x 
-8) 66 Vd

x 
-V8 J 6(n) 

w 
X sinc(T ,0) eXP(-i21r(i)t») 

2.31 

This expression has the ~ form as Equation 2.29 with the apodized image spectrum 

replaced by the moire difference spectrum I In other words, after sampling the original 

image with the detector array, the result is a sampled version of the moire difference image 

as shown by retransforming to give 

1 [ . Wx r x II 11 
fs (x,y) ="2 1 +M Slnc( 13) cos L 2n (Vd

x
-1/8 - i) J J 
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Comb [x :L ] [x y ] X dx dy dx ' dy rect Nx dx ' Ny dy 2.32 

which shows the correctly sampled, in the Whittaker-Shannon sense, moire difference con-

tour image alone. As was illustrated earlier, this is not true if the sampling fLUlction is co-

sinusoidal. The spectra of the detector array salTllling function and the effect on the 

image spectrum are shown graphically in Figure 2.7. The sampled image spectrum is an in-

finite reproduction of the signal terms only as is shown in Figure 2.7d. This spectrum shows 

the correctly !iampled difference terms as if the salTllling function had been applied to an 

image of the object with contour fringes on it instead of the projected fringes. Effectively, 

the process can be thought of as salTllling a contour map of the object with the array while 

obeying the classical salTllling theorem. 

Several other techniques have been applied over the years to eliminate the noise 

terms. Takasaki (1970) suggested synchronously moving the grids involved during the expo-

sure to effectively wash them out of the photograph. Chiang (1969) as well as Perrin and 

Thomas (1979) have erll>loyed optical filtering to low pass filter the resultant image. This 

has the disadvantage of reducing the spatial resolution available and requires an additional 

step. Idesawa, Yatagai, and Soma (1977) demonstrated a cOll'Qlicated scanning technique 

that is free of some of the unwanted terms. The CCD technique is effectively an image 

plane filtering and suffers from the same limitations as optical filtering in terms of spatial 

resolution but it does not require the cumbersome translation of grids or the additional 

filtering step, so it is silTlller. 

Experimental Results 

Figure 2.8 shows the moire contour image of a machined aluminum block obtained by 

sampling the image of the block and projected fringes with the Fairchild 300U eCI) camera. 
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"A" shows the viewed image spectrum apodized by a sinc function depen
dent on the pi xel width. "B" shows the comb function corresponding to the 
pixel spacing. "C" shows the spectrum of the sampled image Fs. "D" 
shows "C" rewritten to illustrate that this sampling process is equivalent to 
sampling the low frequency moire difference term only in a nonaliased 
manner. 
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Figure 2.8. Moire contourogram of a machined aluminum block (painted white). 
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Figure 2.9 shows a contour map of a Roosevelt dime in which both the projection and imag-

ing arms were in the afocal telecentric configuration. A 16 lines/mm Ronchi ruling was 

imaged onto the coin at a magnification of 5 and all but the +1 and -1 orders were filtered 

out in the fourier plane to produce cosine fringes of 150 }.1m period on the coin. It was 

viewed at a 45 degree angle yielding a contour interval of 212 lJffi. 

Increased Sensitivity 

Increased sensitivity can be obtained by projecting higher frequency fringes and ali

asing into the baseband from a higher order. This can be done without changing the sam

pling array frequency. An object topological feature which causes a halfwave deviation in 

the moire fringe at one frequency will cause a one wave deviation in the moire fringe when 

the projection frequency is doubled. Table 2.4 shows two regions of valid moire sampling 

under the central lobe of the sinc function for a specific CCD. The first zero crossing for 

the sinc function occurs at 2.5 times the Nyquist frequency since the pixel spacing is 2.5 

times the pixel width for the Fairchild 3000 CCD used in the experimental work presented 

here. 

The division into moire intervals of the Nyquist frequency width is required to pre

vent ambiguous contours (spurious fringes) caused by the overlap of higher and lower ali

ased terms in the same manner as discussed earlier in terms of unaliased and first order ali

ased terms. If the object slope is large enough to shift the viewed projection fringe fre

quency such that it is aliased into the baseband alongside other higher order aliased terms, 

an ambiguity is introduced In the effective contour interval. As before, this sets a limit on 

the object slopes that can be correctly contoured and takes the form of a "higher order 

moire sampling theorem". The same slope range as described in Equation 2.28 applies to 

higher order moire sampling. 



Figure 2.9. 
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Moire contourogram of a dime. 

In the top photo the plane of the dime is along the x axis. In the bottom 
photo, the dime was tilted with respect to the axis. 
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Table 2.4. Valid moire intervals and associated visibilities for the Fairchild 3000 CCO 
camera. 

Moire Nyquist Aliased by Visibility 
Interval Interval 

1 ..!. - 1 ..!. 2 2 1st order 0.94-0.50 

2 111 2' - 22' 2nd order 0.50-0.00 
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In general then, for nth order moire contouring, the viewed object spectrum must be 

. contained in the nth moire interval. This is an extension of the sampling theorem to include 

moire phenomenon (which is somewhat like saying an extension of the anti-aliasing theorem 

to include aliasingl). The range of spatial frequencies, or bandwidth, that can be properly 

moire contoured is the same as specified by the Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem since 

this is determined by what can be properly sampled at the Nyquist rate. The frequency 

position of this band is different, however, since it must first be aUased into the baseband. 

The visibility will suffer in the higher moire intervals due to the lower value of the 

sinc function at those frequencies. However, corrpare the visibilities of the moire contour 

fringes between Figures 2.6 and 2.7. Reduction in the visibility due to the transfer func

tion of the imaging lens has been omitted since these effects are identical in both cases. 

The visibility is higher in the CCO case and will be between 0 to 88% greater than the fully 

modulated (i.e., best case) cosinusoidal sarrpling. This is true in the first order moire for

mation. In the second order moire the visibility will be less than the cosinusoidal case. 

These values are illustrative only and depend on the particular array used as they are a 

function of the pixel width to pixel separation. 

This section has presented moire topography as an aliaSing phenomenon produced by 

undersampling in the Whittaker-Shannon sense. A sampling theorem for moire contouring 

has been formulated. A new moire topographic technique that employs the sampling struc

ture of a CCO array has been demonstrated in which the classical noise terms are elimi

nated without the need for an additional filtering step or mechanical translation. It has 

been pointed out that higher sensitivity contours can be obtained by higher order aliasing. 

This technique is ideally suited for computerized processing as the moire contour image is 

already available in a suitably sampled format. 



(';HAPfEK 3 

UI(';ITAL HETEKUDYNE TECHNIQUES 

Local Algorithms 

Within the last decade electronic techniques have evolved which very accurately 

measure the phase of an optical wavefront by precisely determining the phase of the cosin

usoidal intensity signal on which it is encoded. As we have just seen in the previous sec

tions, the surface relief of an object can also be encoded in the phase of an cosinusoidal in

tensity pattern. Following the techniques that have been employed in the optical testing of 

lenses, mirrors, and reflective surfaces by Wyant (1975) and Koliopoulos (1981) which are 

based in part on Bruning et al.'s (1974) method of digital wavefront testing, we shall utilize 

these heterodyne techniques for determining t:re phase and thus the surface relief of an 

object using projected fringes and moire topography. By making use of the sampling prop

erties of solid state imaging arrays mentioned earlier, combined with the integrating nature 

of the measurement (they accumulate the charge produced by interaction with light), it is 

possible to produce a very precise phase map of an intensity pattern using a minimum of 

human interaction. Several algorithms have been developed over the years and this disser

tation will have occasion to draw on both the ·phase stepping· and • integrating bucket· 

approaches using both four step and three bucket techniques for various rneasurments. 

These techniques are described elsewhere, consequently they will be presented here 

only in the detail necessary to understand their application in the topological study of dif

fuse objects. As alluded tn above, there are currently two types of digital heterodyne 

phase measurement techniques which offer precisioos an order of magnitude better than 

traditional fringe center digitization techniques. These are commonly called the ·phase 
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stepping" method, due to the fact that the phase is shifted between measurments, and the 

"integrating bucket" method which relies on shifting the phase during the measuring inter

val, i.e., the intensity is integrated during a measurement interval. 

Each method utimately yields a number of measurements (a minimum of three) from 

which the tangent of the phase of the measured intensity pattern is calculated using simple 

arithmetic operations. The phase angle is then recovered via the inverse tangent or arc

tangent function. These operations are performed at each sample position to provide the 

phase at that location and use only information gathered at that location. As such, the 

algorithms are local in nature and do not depend on what happens at other sample loca

tions. This feature has some very useful side effects such as that the measurement is inde

pendent of intensity variations across the grid of sampled points (to the degree that it can 

be detected and measured), which also means that gain variations, omnipresent in solid 

state arrays, are not a source of noise using these algorithms. The tangent calculations are 

self normalizing in the sense that the visibility of the pattern cancels out of the calcula

tion. Thus the algorithms are independent of variations in the fringe contrast (to the 

degree that there are fringes detectable). They are only sensitive to the local modulation 

of the signal. This is, in fact, what is calculated since a number of measurements, each 

corresponding to a known shift in the pattern, are made and combined (to form a modula

tion value) and then these are divided (to form a modulation ratio). This modulation ratio 

is the tangent of the phase angle at that location. Having given this very general introduc

tion to fringe scanning methods (the fringes are moved or scanned across the detectors), we 

next present the algorithms used in the phase stepping and the integrating buckets tech

niques. 
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Phase Stepping Techniques 

Consider the viewed radiance distribution of Equation 2.7 which results from pro-

jecting cosine fringes onto an object whose surface is described by surf(x,y}. Introduce 

into the projected fringe pattern a series of initital phase shifts Xi' where i = 0,1,2,3. After 

each shift, detect this viewed radiance distribution with a photodetector in order to pro-

duce the following measurement corresponding to the ith shift: 

where 

measurement(x,y,n,Xi,Y} = 10 [1 + Y cos( wp (x-Xi) - n}] 

Xo = Xo 

1 
xa = Xo + 2' 

3 
x, = Xo + '4 

3.1 

3.2 

and Y includes the modulation decrease due to the detection process as does 10 with re-

spect to the average irradiance. This simply means that each measurement is advanced one 

quarter period in phase from the previous one. These measurements, denoted as a,b,c,d 

corresponding to the O,1,2,3th shift respectively are 

a = 10 ( 1 + Y cos( wp Xl - Q) } ] 

b = 10 ( 1 - y sine wp Xl - Q) } ] 

c=lo (1-ycos(wpXI_Q})] 

d = 10 ( 1 + y sine wp Xl - Q) } ] 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

3.6 

These four measurements can be manipulated bV simply subtracting and dividing to yield the 
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tangent of the phase angle as follows: 

[ 
21. y sin(lIlp xI-a)] d - b 

tan III xl-a = = --(p ) 21. Y cos(lIlp xl-a) a - c 3.7 

The argument itself is then obtained by performing an arctangent: 

[ 
d-b] IIlp Xl- a = arctan a:c • 3.8 

Although the algorithm just presented uses four measurment values, only three are required. 

Three are necessary since the irradiance is never a bipolar function. Two would suffice if 

the sines and cosines in Equations 3.3 through 3.6 were not biased as is the case with some 

electronic measurements of voltage or current. An extra measurement is needed to remove 

the average irradiance bias (Koliopoulos, 1981). Other than this, the technique bears close 

resemblence to direct quadrature methods. The operations are straightforward and can be 

performed rapidly in a microcomputer as the arctangent function can be implemented in a 

look up table. As described in Chapter 2, the argument is proportional to the surface relief 

in units of the contour interval. t-bwever, due to the periodic nature of the encoding, the 

phase angle, and the surface relief as well, is only known to modulo 21f, i.e., only the prin-

ciple value is recoverable from the arctangent function. The removal of this 211' ambiguity 

requires an assumption about what happens on a more global level. The next step in the 

algorithm is to "integrate" these values (0-211') Into a surface representation which varies 

smoothly (no 211' jumps) by searching adjacent sampled values for jumps and adding or sub-

tracting 21r from the phase to eliminate them. This means that 211' jumps cannot be conta-

Ined in the data (or equivalently in the surface); otherwise they would be confused with the 

211' principal value ambiguities. This restraint is, in fact, less strigent than that imposed by 
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sampling theory which states that in order to uniquely recover a value its frequency must 

be less than half the sampling frequency. This is equivalent to requiring that the various 

orders in the sampled spectra do not overlap. Notice we are now considering sampling in 

the non-aliased regime (or the Oth moire interval if you will). In order to satisify this sam-

piing criteria the additional assumption that the phase does not change by If or greater 

between samples is neccessary. This imposes slope limitations on the object's surface in the 

same manner as discussed earlier as regards moire sampling. In fact, Equation 2.27 applies 

here as well. Thus the integration algorithm must search adjacent samples for jumps in 

phase greater or equal to T and remove toom by adding or subtracting 211'. Once an inte-

gated phase angle is obtained, we have a version of Equation 3.8 which spans more than one 

cycle of phase. Note that Equation 3.8 contains more than the surface information, it also 

con~i1ills <.: !inear term and an intercept term or what is called in optics, tilt and piston, res-

pectively. What is actually measured can be written, using Equation 2.6 and 2.21, as 

measurement = wp x'- n 

[wPx x] - [wp xo] - [~: SUrf(X,y)] 

[tilt term] - [piston term] - [surface term] 3.9 

The surface relief, surf(x,y), can be found by subtracting the tilt and piston, as defined by 

some best fit criteria to a plane, and multiplying by the contour interval divided by 2.: 

).e 
surf(x,y) = ( measurement - fit to plane) (2T) 3.10 
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Integrating Bucket Technique 

This technique is similar to the phase stepping method just described except that in-

stead of taking a measurement while the introduced phase shift is held constant and then 

shifting the phase again and making another measurement while it is held steady at this new 

position, the aintegrating bucket a techniques ,makes a measurement while the introduced 

phase shift is occurring, thus integrating over some range of shift values. The integrating 

bucket technique allows the data to be acquired faster since there is no time spent waiting 

for the phase shifting device to stabilize after shifting. 

Again consider the viewed radiance distribution of Equation 2.7 which results from 

projecting cosine fringes onto an object whose surface is described by surf{x,y). Introduce 

into the projected fringe pattern a time varying phase shift AXt = wpt to produce the fol

lowing description of the radiance 

iv{x,y,t,D) = 10 [ 1 + Mv cos{ wp (x-xo) - wpt - D) ] 3.11 

where wp = wp/f and T is the time required to shift an amount equal to one period. Detect 

this time varying pattern with an integrating detector. Let the measurement obtained this 

way be denoted as Bi for the ith integrated bucket then Bi is written as 

f 
{2i+1 )T/2N 

BI = ~ {Iv (x,y,t,n» dt 
(2i-1 )T/2N 

3.12 

where i = O,{N -1) and N is the number of buckets in a period T. 
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Four Buckets 

For the situation where N = 4, i.e., the irradiance is integrated over a quarter 

period, and letting the measurements be represented by a,b,c,d for the sake of coosistency 

with the previous presentation we have 

a= [
1 /2 ] 

10 4 + 2i" YCOS(liIp (x-x,) - a + ~) 3.13 

b= [
1 l2 ] 

10 4 - 2'1 ysin(liIp (x-xo) - n + t) 3.14 

c= [ 
1 {"'2 ] 

10 '4 - 2i" YCOS(liIp (x-x,) - n +~) 3.15 

[ 1 ~ ] 
d = 10 '4 + 211 ysin(liIp (x-xo) - n + ~) 3.16 

as before the phase angle can be solved for by two subtractions, a division and an arctan-

gent. Notice, though, that the phase calculated this way has il ... /4 bias added to it. This 

is due to the integral 2.42 starting at a negative value in time. What this means physically 

is that the phase angle we are actually using in the measurments is advanced w/4 from the 

one we want to measure. 

'I ... 
IiIp Xl - a = arctan (tan(liIp xl-a + 4» - '4 

/2 

= arctan 
10 -;- ylosin(liIp xl-a + i') 
l2 ... T ylocos(liIp Xl-O + 4) 

= arctan -- --[
d-b] ... 
a-c 4 

• 
4 

3.17 
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This equation is equivalent to Equation 3.7 in that the same manipulations are required to 

obtain the information of interest. The 1r/4 bias can be thought of as being absorbed into 

the fit for piston. It is really of no consequence since it is a constant across the field and 

it is the phase relative to other surface points which is of interest. Only the modulation of 

the measurements has changed from a total modulation depth of y in the 4 step technique 

to 0.9y using the 4 bucket bucket technique. 

Three Out of Four Buckets 

Koliopoulas (1981) has given an algorithm for dete rmining the phase for N buckets as 

well as one for using only the first three out of four buckets. Hayes (1984) has given a 

slightly simplified version for the three out of four bucket method which, using the same 

notation for the measurements, is as follows: 

[ c - bJ wp Xl - a = arctan (tan(wp x'-a» = arctan a:c 3.18 

Once again the phase angle can be solved for by two subtractions, a division and an arctan-

gent. This approach has the advantage of being Simpler to calculate than the 3 bucket (3 

of 3 buckets) algorithm (which requires three subtractions, two multiplications, a division, 

and an arctangent) and still requires only three measurements instead of four as in the four 

bucket approach. Additionally it provides a gain in the measurement contrast since the 3 

bucket method yields a contrast of 0.83y and the 3 of 4 bucket method has a measurement 

contrast of equal to the four bucket technique, i.e., 0.9),. We will see later that it has 

som~ additional advantages as well. 
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Moire Technique 

We have seen how heterodyne techniques apply to the line painting (projected 

fringes) method of surface topography. This section will present their application to moire 

topography in the temporal sense (recall our earlier comment that moire fringes themselves 

are caused by a spatial heterodyning). The heterodyne algorithms discussed above rely on 

the fact that the infonnation of interest in encoded on the phase of a sinusoidal carrier 

signal. As stated earlier, in moire topography there are often extra terms which violate 

this sinusoidal carrier assumption. There are methods of producing moire contour informa

tion which do satisfy this condition however. One of these involving cosinusoidal projected 

fringes and detection by an array of photodetectors has been described in Chapter 2. Con

sider the moire difference term of Equation 2.15 in light of what has been presented about 

heterodyne techniques. By applying one of the algorithms. presented earUer to the properly 

moire sampled signal, its phase angle may be obtained. For example consider the 3 of 4 

bucket approach. As described earlier we can sample with a periodic array of photodetec

tors in such a way as to effectively sample only the moire difference image. If we intro

duce the same time varying phase shift, w, as before this becomes 

Integrating 2.46 over four sucessive quarter periods yield the measurements 

a = lo[! + rcos(lIlp Xl - IllS x" - n)] 

b = lo[ i -rsln(lIlp Xl - IllS x" - n)] 

3.19 

3.20 

3.21 



c = lo[ i -rCOS(lIIp Xl - IllS X" - Q)] 

d = 1.[ ! + rsin(lIIp Xl - IllS X" - Q)] 

which can be manipulated to yield the phase angle 

c-b 
Arctan (--) = IIIp Xl - IllS x"- Q a-c 

211' 2 .. 
= -p (x-x,) - d (x-x,s) - Q 

x x 

1 1 Xo xos 
= 211'x( - - - ) - 211' (- - -) - n • 

p" dx px dx 
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3.22 

3.23 

3.24 

Equation 3.24 is just Equation 2.18 and the information content is the same. As before, the 

tilt, i.e., the location of the reference plane, is under our control. The first two tenns 

again represent tilt and piston and can of course be fit to a plane and subtracted from the 

measurements, as shown in Equation 3.10, to yield the surface alone. 

To get another perspective on this method and to more explicitly show what occurs 

during this sampling and shifting process consider each sampled surface segment to be re-

presented by a pedestal with a tilted top so that the surface is described by an array of 

average (over a pixel) heights, kit and tilts so that 

surf(x,y) = ko(x,y) + x (slope(x» = ko(x,y) + x S(x,y) 3.25 

This is similar to Equation 2.22b where the entire surface was represented by a tilted plane. 

The connection is that k. is the average offset or piston for the whole surface and ko (x,y) 

is the local average. The same holds true for Sand S(x,y), i.e., S(x,y) is the local slope (in 

the x direction). This means also that the definitions of a and a are also slightly changed 
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to 

fl(x,y) = [, _ S(x,y) (t::(~) + tan(.),] 

[ 
ko ( tan(~) + tan(,» ] 

a(x,y) = 1 - S(x,y) ( tan(~) + tan(.) ) • 3.26 

With these changes we can rewrite equation 2.32 as 

This is the time varying irradiance seen by one photodetector at time t. Integrating 3.27 

over four sucessive quarter periods yield the measurements 

[ /2 [ ]] 1 1 wx 1 1 Xo xos a x 
a = - - + - M Sinc(--) cos 2w (x(----) - (- --) -...LU) 

2 4 2w fl(x,y) dx fl(x,y) px dx fl(x,y) 
3.28 

[ 12 [ ]] 1 1 Wx 1 1 Xo xos a x 
b = - - - - M Sinc(--) sin 21r (x(----) - (- --) _-...GY.l) 

2 4 211' fl (x,y) dx fl (x,y) px dx fl (x,y) 
3.29 

[ 1'2 [ ]] 1 1 Wx 1 1 Xo xos a x 
c = - - - - M Sinc(--) cos 21r (x(----) - (- --) -.J....txl) 

2 4 2w fl(x,y) dx fl(x,y) px dx 13 (x,y) 
3.30 

r /2 [ ]] 1 1 Wx 1 1 Xo xos a x 
d = - L- + - M Sinc(--) sin 2'Jr (x(----) - (- --) _...LU) 

2 4 2w fl (x,y) dx fl (x,y) px dx fl (x,y) 
3.31 
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which can be manipulated to yield the phase angle 

c-b r 1 1 Xo x.s a(x V)] 
Arctan (-) = 211' lX( ----) ~ (- --) - --'-a-c dx B(x,y) px dx B(x,y) 3.32 

As before, the first two terms correspond to the tilt and piston. After removing the tilt 

and piston we are left with the quantity 2wa(x,y)/B(x,y) which can be simplified as follows 

r ko(tanJ.l+tan,) ] [ 1-S(x y)(tanM+tan,) 1 
21ra(x,y)/(B(x,y) = 21f L 1-S(x,y)(tan)J+tan,) , Px j 

k.(x,y) = 21f --:,---
Ae 

3.33 

Thus we see that the measurement provides the average (over a pixel) surface height at 

each sampled location. Also note that in the tilt free case, we have 1/dx = 1/B(x,y) which 

says that the viewed frequency equals the sampling frequency. 

Noise Considerations 

So far in this discussion we have assumed that the measurements were obtained 

without any noise. Unfortunately this is never the case (except with computer simulations 

of experiment) and some noise is always present when attempting to make a measurement 

in the real world. The sources of noise are many and can be introduced by the means for 

making the measurement or by nature itself. For this reason the phase that is calculated in 

these techniques is not the true phase but an estimate of it. A good algorithm takes this 

into account and works to reduce the effects of noise on the measurements and subsequent 

calculations. Some advantages, with respect to some noise sources, of the heterodyne 
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algorithms presented have already been mentioned. The next several sections will deal 

further with the effects of noise on the calculated phase estimate. 

Photon Noise 

The most fundamental source of noise is photon noise. Although not the dominant 

term in many applications (it won't be in these applications either), it is in some and will be 

considered here for the sake of showing its contribution. Sometimes called 'shot noise' 

due to the fact that light, typically treated as a wave phenomenon in interfermetric appli

cations, has certain aspects of particle (shots) behavior. One of these is the fact that its 

detection is governed by photon statistics which say that the arrival times of these quan

tized energy units are not uniform, i.e., there is some variation in the time when they will 

be detected. This causes a noise or uncertainty term in the measurement with a signal to 

noise ratio (SNR) of tlJl' where p is the mean number of photons per measurement. Kolio

poulos (1981) has calculated the error introduced into the phase calculation caused by this 

term. Table 3.1 summarizes the results, where p is the total number of photons in one 

period of the heterodyned measurement and y is the signal contrast. The measurement 

contrast differences are reflected in these numbers as well as the fact that the 3 of 4 

bucket technique doesn't use all p photons in the calculations. If photon noise were the 

limiting factor in this type of application then choosing between the algorithms based on 

the relative error might be of concern. In any case we can see that the 3 of 4 bucket 

approach is a factor of 3.5 higher compared to the best case (many buckets) and is roughly 

the same (within a factor of 2) as the comparable step and bucket techniques. For a 

numerical example, consider 10' photons for an SNR of 158. If y=1, the 4 bucket tech

nique gives an rms error of 1/200th wave. 



Table 3.1. RMS phase errors due to photon noise. 

Algorithm 

4 bucket 

3 of 4 bucket 

many buckets 

4 step 

3 step 

Error 

1.57 

yip 

2.72 

yr'p 

0.78 

yr'p 

1.41 

yr'p 

2.45 

yr'p 

68 

Relative Factor 

2.0 

3.5 

1.0 

1.8 

3.1 
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Table 3.2. RMS phase error caused by digitization. 

Given in contour intervals, Ae' 

Max Error Phase = 0 Bits 

1 1 4 
168 282 

1 1 5 
355 565 

1 1 6 
723 1137 

1 1 7 
1278 2274 

1 1 8 
3136 4549 

1 1 9 
6271 9104 

1 1 10 
11592 18196 
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Quantization Noise 

Since these are digital techniques, the analog measurement values (voltages) are 

converted to a numerical representation (binary) before the calculations begin. This repre-

sentation is never exact and thus introduces a source of noise into the estimated phase 

values. This noise is equal to +/- 1,12 of the least significant place in the numerical repre-

sentation. There is no significant change between the 3 of 4 bucket and the 4 bucket algo-

rithms when digitized to the same number of bits. Koliopoulos (1981) gives an expression 

for small phase errors when the phase angle is zero. Hayes (1984) gives a table of the 

maximum phase error corresponding to a certain number of bits of digitization. Table 3.2 

shows these two extremes both of which are based on the 4 bucket algorithm. It is impor-

tant to realize that these numbers are based on fully utilizing the number of bits indicated. 

This means that the measurement modulation must span the full range provided by a specific 

number of bits. This is rarely achieved in practice. 

General Additive Noise 

In general then we have an algorithm which involves taking some measurements, 

digitizing them, and then performing a series of calculations to yield a tangent which is in-

verted to produce the phase angle. Let X be the phase angle and then 

X = f(u,v) = arctan (..!!) = arctan( x ) 
v 

where x is defined as~. The general expression for the variance in X , 0\ ' is 

o = 0 2 (!X)2 + 0 2 (!X)2 + 2 0 2 (!X)(!X) x u au v av uv au av 

3.34 

3.35 

where 02U and 02V are the variances in u and v respectively and 02UV is the covariance 

between u and v. For the partials we have 



ax ax ax _ a(arctan(x» ax 
au = ax au - ax au 

!X. _ ax ax a(arctan(x» ax 
av - ax au = ax av 

[ , }x1] ( -;r ) 

Thus the variance a 2 X can be written 

= [ a2u v2 + a2v u1 - 2a2uv ] [ V2(1'+xl) r 
= [ a 2

u (~) + a1v (~)2 - 2a 1
uv (~) ] [ ,}x2 r 

Recalling that x = ~ this becomes 
v 

a\ = [ a2
u (~.) + a2v {~)2 - 2a 2

uv (~) ] [ ,}x1 ] 

[Jr] [ alu + Xl alv - x 2aluv ] [ ,}x1 r 
This is the general equation for a2x where X is given by Equation 3.34. 
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3.36 

3.37 

3.38 

3.39 

3.40 

2 

3.4' 

3.42 



Now let's consider the 3 of 4 bucket algorithm. Recall that 

u=c-b 

v=a-c 

The following equations give the variances as 

2 _ 2 2 2 2 a v - a a + a c + a ac 

where the covariance is given by 

a2cb '" < (c-c) (b - '6"> > = 0 

a 2
ac = < (a-a"> (c - c) > = 0 
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3.43 

3.44 

3.45 

3.46 

3.47 

3.48 

where the < > denote the expectation value and c is the average value. Equations 3.47 and 

3.48 have assumed that a,b,c are statistically independent measurements; therefore their 

respective covariances are identically zero. They are uncorrelated. With the further 

assumption that the measurements follow the same statistics but without specifing what the 

distribution may be, we have 

3.49 

which gives, when substituted in Equations 3.45 and 3.56, 

3.50 

We are left with the problem of determining a 2
uv 



which because 

and 

can be written as 

= J~ (u-u) (v-v) p(u,v) dudv 

u=<u>=c-b 

V,= <v> = a - c 

J p(u,v) dudv = J J J p(a)p(b)p(e) da db de 

a'uv = J J [. (e-b +e-c +b-b-(e-b»(a-e +a-c +c-c -(a-ell p(a)p(b)p(e) da db de 

= J J [. (e-c+b-b)(a-a+c-e) p(a)p(b)p(e) da db de 
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3.51 

3.52 

3.53 

= J J [. «e-c)(a-a)+(e-e)'+(b-b)(a-a)+(b-b)(e-e» p(a)p(b)p(e) da db de 3.5' 

which separates into 4 terms 

=J J [. «e-e)(a-a» p(a)p(b)p(e) da db de 



or 

+f f [. «c-c)') p(a)p(b)p(c) da db de 

+f f [. ((b-b)(a-a)) p(a)p(b)p(c) da db de 

+f f [. «b-bHc-c)) p(a)p(b)p(c) da db de 

=f [. ((c-cHa-a)) p(a)p(c) da de [. p(b)db 

+[. «c-c)') p(a)da [. pCb) db [. p(c)dc 

+f [. ((b-bHa-a)) p(a)p(b) da db [. p(c)dc 

+f f~ «b-bHc-c)) p(b)p(c) db de f ~ p(a)da 

and since 

[. p(x)dx = 1 

by definition we have 

=f [. «c-cHa-a)) p(a)p(c) da de (1) 
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3.55 

3.56 



or finally 

+[. «e-c)') p(a)da (1) (1) 

+f [. «b-b)(a-a» p(a)p(b) da db (11 

+f [. «b-b)(e-e» p(b)p(e) db de (1) 

= (0)(1) 

+ (0)(1) 

+ (0)(1) 
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3.57 

3.58 

So in the case of 3 out of 4 buckets the covariance term, aZuVl is equal to aZc or using 

3.49: 

3.59 

Putting 3.50 and 3.59 into 3.42 we arrive the expression 

0 1 = [Jr ] [ 2a z + Xl 20 1 - 2a z x ] [ dr ]1 X v 1+x 

= 2a z [ ~ ] [ 1 + Xl - X ] [ 1;XZ r 
3.60 



which, recalling the definition of x, can be si~ly written as 

0
2 = 20

2 [::th] [1 -6- ] X v +u 1+x 3.61 

and since 

3.62 

where M is the measurement modulation at the detector, Tis the average signal. Substitut-

ing 3.62 into 3.61 gives the final expression as 

a'x = [~~]' [1 -,;.. ] 3.63 

If we define the signal to noise ratios (SNR) as the average irradiance,l, divided by the nns 

noise, a, so that 

then, 3.63 becomes 

T SNR =
o 
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3.64 

This is the general expression for the variance of the phase determined by the 3 of 4 bucket 

algorithm. Notice that the only assull1>tions which restricted this to the 3 of 4 bucket 

method were that the covariance, 0uw was equal to ° and that (u2 + v2
) was given by 

Equation 3.62. If instead we make the following substitutions 

we obtain 

u2 = [ Ty cos(x) r 
2 

v2 = [ Ty sin(X) ] 

3.65 

3.66 

3.67 

3.68 

which is valid for the 4 step algorithm. Using equation 3.65 but substituting the following 

for 3.66 and 3.67 

u' = [/: ) Tr cos(x) r 3.69 

v' = [/; )Ty sln(x) r 3.70 

produces 
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2 [11' J2 [ 1 +X2 1 a X = M SNR 2 2 1 
+x + XI' 

1 3.71 

which is valid for the 4 bucket algorithm. Finally, using a covariance of U2uv = a and 

using 3.66 and 3.67 we have for the 3 of 4 step algorithm 

2 ['iT J2 r 1 + x
2 1 

a X = M SNR 2 2 + .!. J L + X x2 

1 3.72 

Incorporating the fact that 

3.73 

and after some manipulation this (simplified) result can be written as 

[M ;NR]z ( (1 - ~ sine 2X ) ] 3.74 

which says that in the presence of random additive noise, the measured phase error oscil-

lates at twice the actual phase value. This surprising result and its application to the vari-

ous algorithms discussed is summarized in Table 3.3. Table 3.4 gives the rms phase error 

for the range of SNR ratios fran SO to 1000 and measurement modulations of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 

0.6, and 1.0. This same data is plotted in Figure 3.1 in errors ranging fran 1/20th to 

1/400th wave. Notice that only the 3 of 4 bucket algorithms have the oscillatory behavior. 

Further note that the prod':l~ of M and SNR appear in the numerator as was also true in the 

photon noise case. The lowest phase errors are achieved when this product is maximized. 
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Table 3.3. Variance of the phase due to general additive noise. 

Algorithm Variance 

4 steps 8 
(M SNR)Z 

3 '4 steps 

4 buckets 
... 2 

(M SNR)2 

3 "4 buckets 
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Table 3.4. RMS phase error due to general additive noise for SNR of 50 to 1000 and modu
lations of 0.2-1.0 using 3 of 4 buckets. 

SNR Modulation 
rms Phase Error 

(lIcontour interval) 

50.0 0.2 20.0 
50.0 0.4 39.6 
50.0 0.6 59.6 
50.0 0.8 79.2 

100.0 0.2 39.6 
100.0 0.4 79.2 
100.0 0.6 118.8 
100.0 0.8 158.4 
200.0 0.2 79.2 
200.0 0.4 158.5 
200.0 0.6 237.8 
200.0 0.8 317.0 
300.0 0.2 118.8 
300.0 0.4 237.8 
300.0 0.6 356.6 
300.0 0.8 475.5 
400.0 0.2 158.5 
400.0 0.4 317.0 
400.0 0.6 475.5 
400.0 0.8 634.0 
500.0 0.2 198.1 
500.0 0.4 396.3 
500.0 0.6 594.4 
500.0 0.8 792.5 
600.0 0.2 237.8 
600.0 0.4 475.5 
600.0 0.6 713.3 
600.0 0.8 951.0 
700.0 0.2 277.4 
700.0 0.4 554.8 
700.0 0.6 832.2 
700.0 0.8 1109.6 
800.0 0.2 317.0 
800.0 0.4 634.0 
800.0 0.6 951.0 
800.0 0.8 1268.1 
900.0 0.2 356.6 
900.0 0.4 718.3 
·900.0 0.6 1069.9 
900.0 0.8 1426.6 

1000.0 0.2 396.3 
1000.0 0.4 792.5 
1000.0 0.6 1188.8 
1000.0 0.8 1585.1 
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CHAPTER 4 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The basic approach in digital heterodyne topography is to capture N images of the 

object to be contoured, analyze them on a point by point basis utilizing the algorithms des

cribed in Chapter 3 and produce a phase distribution ranging from zero to 2'11'. This phase 

distribution is then "integrated" by removing the 2'11' ambiguities producing a phase distribu

tion which spans many periods of the equivalent wavelength. The phase distribution 50 

obtained will be proportional to the surface relief of the object in question with each period 

of the phase corresponding to the contour interval Ae. This is done by digitizing the image 

on a pixel basis and storing each image in a form accessible to the computer which then 

performs the algorithm to produce a phase map of the object. After this information is 

obtained it needs to be displayed in a humanly recognizable format. 

In the past, photographs have been taken of the static fringe pattern on a object 

and the developed negative was moired with a moving fringe pattern to produce a contour 

image of the object with. moving contour lines. The shifting contour fringe was scanned by 

a detector on a point by point basis along either a one dimension section (Indebtouw, 1978; 

Shagam, 1980; and Perrin and Thomas, 1979) or in two dimensions (Reid,1983). One detec

tor scanned the image and another remained stationary. In this way the relative phase 

between the two could be measured. As the phase crossed the 2w value a counter was in

cremented (or decremented) to accumulate the integer number of periods. This is equiva

lent to the "integration" step in the digital heterodyne technique which removes the 2. 

ambiguities based on the sampling assumption discussed in Chapter 2. This type of pro

cessing has been called "heterodyne reconstruction" or "electronic phase processing" and is 
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similar to the techniques employed in linear displacement measurements involving translat

ing scales (Mcllraith, 1964). These are slow and tedious implementations and therefore are 

not usable outside the laboratory even though capable of high precisions. More recently, a 

more promising topographic implementation has been reported (Srinivasan et al., 1984) in 

which the 3 step algorithm of Chapter 3 was used on the image of an object with projected 

cosinusoidal fringes. The equivalent wavelengths used were 5.67 mm and 2 mm with rep

orted rms errors of .>./230 or 2b 1n1 and 10 ~ respectively. 

Digital Heterodyne Topographic System 

The system described herein was designed to implement the 3 of 4 bucket algorithm but 

it is applicable to any of the techniques described. It is composed of five major subsys

tems. These are; 

1. Image Sensor: samples the image irradiance and produces an analog 

signal representing the object under view 

2. Optics: Illuminates the object and creates an image on the sensor 

3. Electronics: 8 bit D/A, 8 bit A/D, 12 bit phase shifter driver 

4. Mechanical: Phase shifting device to translate the grating 

5. Computer: Performs the algorithms and analyzes the data 

Figure 4.1 shows a schematic diagram of the system. The follOWing section will discuss 

each of these subsystems and its interfaces to the other components in the system. 

Image Sensor 

Digital heterodyne techniques are made practical through the use of solid state 

image sensors (arrays of photodetectors). These two dimensional arrays, either photodi

odes, CI U (charge injection devices), or CCU, afford many advantages over single detector 

scanni ng or vidicon type detectors. Some of the most important features are 
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Object 

Figure 4.1. Schematic diagram of the digital heterodyne topographic system showing 
component subsystems. 
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1. High SNK 

2. Precisely located samples 

- no geometric distortion 

- precise sample location allows averaging without interpolation 

3. Fast data acquisition 

- in the megapixel/second range 

4. High Spatial Kesolution 

- many pixels 10' - 10 5 

5. Compact size 

- literally "palm of your hand" 

Monolithic arrays of 1024 x 1024 pixels have been developed for specific appli~tions 

in limited quantities. Sizes from 32 x 32 to 580 x 500 are commonly available (Lewis, 

1~85). A Fairchild 222 CCD array (48B x 380) was used in this experimental work. Table 

4.1 lists same of the arrays available and their types. 

The advent of solid state arrays has impacted many areas of modern life. They are 

revolutionizing the meaning of video as cameras become truly miniature. And as prices 

drop, they are finding their way into the world of comsumer electronics. The field of in

dustrial inspection is ripe with applications made possible by this new technology. Robot

ics, once the realm of science fiction, is acquiring ~yes to explore its new role in industrial 

society. These arrays are made possible by the same photolithographic technology which 

has given us the microchip and thus the microcomputer. In fact, one company is marketing 

a memory ctlP with a transparent cover as a binary image sensor. Microcomputers arid 

solid state cameras by themselves would be of little value without algorithms to make use 

of their strengths. I t is truly the blending of the three, solid state arrays, microcomputers 

and simple yet powerful algorithms, that produce a usable technique -- each one supple-
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Table 4.1. Solid-state detector arrays showing type, number of pixels, and manufacturer. 

Number of Pixels 

Manufacturer Type 1-0im 2-0im 

Reticon photodiode 64,128,245,512 32x32 
1024,2048,4096 50x50 

100x100 
256x256 

720( circular) 

fairchild CCO 256,512,1024 244x190 
1728,2048,3456 488x380 

256x256 
(filtered) 

Xybion 244xJ88 

RCA CCO 512x320 

GE CIO 244x248 
128x128 
42x342 
290x416 

11 CCD 128,1728 

Th<>nl>son-CSF CCO 288x208 
657x384 

Matsushita 490x404 

Sharp CCO 580x500 

Misubishi 480x400 

Hitachi MOS 320x240 
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menting the other and making use of its strengths while making up for the other's short

comings. 

Each different type of array has its own method of producing an analog signal, of 

being 8read out 8• The Fairchild 3UUU camera employs the 222 CCU chip which is a 8line 

transfer 8 device. Each line (colurm) of photodetectors transfers its signal (the integrated 

charge) to another line of transfer registers. Figure 4.2 shows a photomicrograph of this 

chip. The wide stripes are the transport registers while the narrower line consists of active 

pootosites. The transport registers are protected from light by an opaque covering. The 

structure of this chip lends itself to an intuitive analogy concerning moire formation. It 

can be thought of as having a grid or ronchi ruling superimposed on it in the form of the 

transport registers. Each photosite accumulates electrons by interaction with light until 

those charges are transfered out to form its part of the Signal voltage. All the photosites 

are read out at once. The charges are then stored on chip (whi Ie new ones accumulate) 

until the proper time in the output stream when they contribute to the signal. It is con

ceptually simple to implement an integrating bucket algorithm, as we need only to start 

shifting the phase of the fringe pattern, read out the array which zeros (empties) the pho

tosites, and discard this first Signal (which was accumulated during a nonshifting integration 

tirne). Now the next time we read out the array the Signal will be composed of valid in

tegrated buckets providing we have synchronized the integration time with the phase shift

ing rate. This synchronization scheme will be discussed under the section on electronics 

below. This process is illustrated in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 which show noninterlaced and in

terlaced camera operation respectively. The integration times are different depending on 

the mode of readout with noninterlaced offering the shortest data acquistion time for 4 

fields of data. In the non interlaced mode, the odd and even (odd and even here represent 

positions in a column) pixels are read out at effectively the same time while, in interlaced 

mode, the odd pixels are read out one field time prior to the even ones. This results in a 
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Photomicrograph of the Fairchild model 222 ceD. 

The wide stripes are the transport registers and the narrow stripes are the 
active photosites. 
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Phase shifting and measuremen"t readout plot for noninterlaced operation. 

Each measurement is shown during the time it is integrated. 
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one fili.:ld time integration period for each field as opposed to a two field time integration 

interval in interlaced modev This doesn't affect the required illumination level since in 

noninterlaced mode the charges from two photosites are combined to fonn one pixel value, 

i.e., the effective pixel area is doubled while the integration time is halved. However, the 

vertical sampling interval is doubled while the number of vertical samples (number of rows) 

per field remains the same as in interlaced mode operation (there is no effect in the hori

zontal direction -- the number and spacing of the pixels corresponding to the columns never 

changes). The A,H,C,U 's in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 correspond to the measurements discussed 

in Chapter 3 as do the a,b,c,d's, the difference between upper and lower case being the 

whether the measurement comes from an even or odd field pixel. In the noninterlaced case 

(Figure 4.3), there is no difference as each field contains the same infonnation from the 

same pixels. The field labeled is the field during which the measurement is integrated. 

These figure also show a field(s) labeled X to indicate it was read out and then discarded 

since it was integrated over an interval prior to the shifting of the phase ramp. 

Optical System 

Several experimental set ups were utilized during the course of this work. Not all 

will be described. According to the derivation as descibed in Chapter 2, parallel projection 

and viewing systems were used. While these techniques do not actually require parallelism, 

it greatly simplifies the analysis. 

Projection System 

A volume is space is to be filled with a parallel set of cosine fringes. These fringes 

can be produced in a variety of ways but the irradiance distribution must be made in such a 

way that its phase is precisely changeable. A sinusoidal grating could simply be imaged via 

a telecentric system to produce a sinsoidal irradiance distribution. Translation of the grat

ing by one period in the object would correspond to one period in the image. Sinusoidal 
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transmittance gratings are difficult to make however. Several possiblities exist using pol

arization techniques and either piezo electric transducers (PZTs) or rotating waveplates and 

polarizers (Shagam, 1980). 

The method used in these experiments was to filter a square wave grating in an 

afocal telecentric optical system as shown in Figure 4.5. The stop is a filter in the fourier 

plane of the system which passes only the +/- 1 diffracted orders from the .grating. In this 

manner a 10(1 + Mp cos wx') irradiance distribution is obtained (where the orders overlap) 

which is basically a filtered image of the grating. The +/- 1 orders interfere to give a sin

usoidal pattern corresponding to twice the frequency of the phvsical grating. The period of 

the imaged grating is the ratio of the focal lengths of the lens Involved divided by two to 

account for the period halving due to the filtering. Thus a half period translation of the 

physical grating produces a full period shift in the filtered image. This is due to the fact 

that the +/- orders are phase shifted proportional to their order number. When the +1 

order has shifted + 'If, the -1 order has shifted -'IT producing a net shift of 2n between them, 

which results in a one period shift in the irradiance. Note that the filtering here is not to 

clean up the beam as is sometimes done. Although this could be done here as well by 

making the holes for the passing of the +/- 1 orders into pinholes of the appropiate size 

with respect to the psf of lens 1. If this were done it would make the system much harder 

to align (but not impoSSible). If this approach were taken then only the last lens need be 

of high quality and it needs only to be used over a small field (essentially on axis). As 

implemented, the aberrations of the whole projection system come into play since this is in 

effect a shearing interferometer with some tilt introduced and thus the irradiance distribu

tion to the right of lens 2 will depend on these aberrations. This problem Is partially eased 

if a relatively slow beam is used, i.e., high f-number. In the collimated experiments pre

sented here an f-number of about 15 was utilized. A doublet was used as the final lens in 
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The afocal telecentric projection system consists of two lens PI and Pz sep
arated by the sum of their focal lengths. A square wave grating, G, is illu
minated by parallel light from the left. The stop, located in the common 
focal plane, filters out all but the +/- first diffracted orders. The irradi
ance distribution formed to the right of Pz is 10(1 + M COS (l.Ilpx». A trans
lation of the grating by an amount equal to 1 period or the grating produces 
a 2 period translation of the irradiance distribution. 



the projection system and a photographic objective as the first lens in the afocal telecen

tric magnification systems. 

Both amplitude and phase gratings were used. The phase grating has the advantage 

of greater efficiency with respect to the available light as shown below. 

~ 

binary amplitude 

binary phase 

Efficiency in First Order 

Theoretical Maximum 

10% 

40% 

Measured Value 

1U% 

27% 

The gratings used were chrome on glass and photoresist on glass for the amplitude and 

phase respectively. 

Imaging System 

The imaging system also needs to have a well defined chief ray angle if we are to 

meet the assumptions of Chapter 2. This requires a telecentric system since we require 

chief rays which are parrallel to the axis. The system must be corrected over some field 

since the field of view is not essentially zero as was the case with the projection system. 

While not strictly required by the mlthematics, it is a practical consideration that the 

system be afocal in order that the magnification be the same for all practical image planes. 

It is not the change of magnification over the depth of field that necessitates this (this is 

very small) but rather that a different object does not requires moving the lenses and array 

but merely moving the array (within the limits of how this degrades the system with respect 

to a conjugate change) to refocus and have the desired magnification. In contrast to 

shadow type moire techniques, the projection techniques (both moire and line painting) 
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require that the projected frequency be resolved by the imaging system. This places a more 

strigent requirement on the imaging optics as compared to shadow type moire techniques 

which need only resolve the lower frequency moire difference term fringes. 

Electronics 

The electronics consist of 

1. An analog to digital converter (A/D) to convert the voltage out of the 

CCO to a computer readable format. 

2. A digital to analog (D/A) converter to display the surface height in a 

useful (to humans) format on a video monitor. 

3. A digital to analog converter to ramp the phase shift driver. 

4. A linear current source to drive the phase shifting mechanism. 

Since the fairchild" 3000 produces output compatible with video standard KS-420, it was 

possible to use a commercially available "frame grabber" to digitize the analog signal. 

In many optical testing applications this is not possible since standard video rates 

are too slow to allow rapid acquistion of data when atmospheric turbulence or vibration is a 

major noise source for large array sizes. Since these topographic applications will use 

equivalent wavelengths which are orders of magnitude greater than light wavelengths, 

vibration (one of the horrors in holographic techniques) becomes a less severe problem. 

The change is rather striking as anyone who has done interferometry at both visible and in

frared wavelengths can attest. Atmospheric effects are severe at visible wavelengths and 

require "snapshot" ( < 1/60 sec) type approaches to "freeze" the air path during the det

ection time. However, even when the projected fringes in topographic applications are 

formed by light interference, atmospheric effects around the object do not significantly 

contribute to the noise in projected fringe topography since the interfering beams share a 

"common path' through it and thus are influenced equally. It becomes a refraction effect 



rather than an effect of optical path difference. This is not necessarily true in the inter

ferometer which produces them, however, as in the c~se of Mach-Zender or Twyman-Green 

systems which would suffer from optical path changes in one arm of the interferometer 

contributing to spurious fringe shifts on the object. 

Even though not necessitated by the need to freeze the airpath or to be faster that 

the surrounding microvibrations, quick data acquisition is always of import to the experi

mentalist. While there are many commmerically available types of video acquisitions sys

tems (digitizers), few of them allow the capture of four consecutive fields of video infor

mation. The ability to do this is highly desirable when implementing an algorithm which 

requires a mimimum of three fields to produce the information of interest. The fourth or 

extra field will be the subject of discussion in a later section. The alternative is to capture 

each field and ship it to the computer before capturing the next. While not impossible (it 

has been done but only for systems using almost an order of magnitude less data than this 

one), it adds to the complexity to the digitizer - computer interface. Common type UMA 

. (direct memory access) links run at rates of a few megabytes per second maximum. Con

sider the problem of shipping 244 x 380 pixels (the Fairc~ild 222 ceu chip in half resolution 

mode) or 92720 pixels. The standard rates for noninterlaced video is 60 hertz. This is 10.7 

milliseconds per field of which 1.43 milliseconds is retrace or vertical blanking interval. To 

ship an entire field in the blanking time (having stored ~e field but before the next one 

starts) would require a data rate of b4 megapixels per second. To do it in one field time 

(having stored one pixel and shipping the next pixel out before overwriting it) would require 

a rate of 7 megapixels per second. 

One acquisition system with the capability to digitize and store four entire fields at 

the stated resolution in real time (as it comes from the camera) is the model VG-123 + AF-

123 Video Graphics Module (Uatacube, Inc., n.d.). This system was chosen for precisely 

this reason. This module can, in fact, digitize to a depth of 8 bits (250 levels) at a resolu-
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tion of 708 x 512 pixels but can only store one frame at this resolution. It also has the 

O/A capacity to display the stored image on a standard video monitor with a option to 

zoom any part of the stored im3ge to twice its size (in either height or width). It is this 

zoom capability that allows it to store four fields at half resolution. The zoom feature 

works by halving the pixel clock rate from 14.318 Mhz to 7.159 Mhz, thereby cycling 

through half as many values per output video tine. With the zoom turned on and in input 

mode it digitizes at the lower rate -- producing half toe maximum numbers of pixels in the 

same field time. This coupled with the ability to specify where in storage the digitized 

values are to be put allows four fields of video data to be storeo in separate quadrants of 

the module's merrory. The VG-123 has many other features, one of which is the manner in 

which this stored video information is shipped to the computer. Its ablility to store four 

consecutive fields removes the burden of having· to ship the information in a field time or 

less. In fact, the VG-123 removes the necessity to ship the information at all as it can be 

manipulated where it is. The module has a canputer interface which makes it appear as 

RAM (random access memory) to the canputer. It is IEEI: 796 (multibus) compatible and 

recieves its power from this computer interface. To t~e computer, it is seen as simply a 

very power hungry memory board (U amps at 5 Volts, U.7 amps at +12 volts, and 1.1 amps at 

-12 volts). This is mentioned in passing since one canputer system was bought for use in 

this system which ultimately had to be returned due to its failure to meet these power 

requirements. The Oatacube VG-123 + AF-123 provided the solution to both requirements 

1 and 2 above. 

Requirements 3 and 4, the U/A, interface, and driver for the phase shifting device, 

were met by a custom built mit containing a power operational amplifier and a L>/A to in

terface to the computer via a 12 bit parallel port. Figure 4.6 shows the circuit used. The 

operational amplifier was an PA11 (Apex Microtechnology Corp., n.d.) and was chosen for 

its excellent linearity characteristics. The U/A was an OACli03 (Burr Brown, n.d.). The 
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Circuit used to drive the phase shifting device via 12 bit parallel signal from 
the computer. 

It is a unipolar current source (0-2 rna) with good linearity characteristics. 
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VIA was chosen for its availability and analog ouput accuracy (+1- 0.01 %). Since the 

computer used did not have a 12 parallel output port, one was built to interface with the 

shaker driver. The full swing bandwidth of this driver is roughly 200 khz which easily 

exceeds the requirements of 15 khz (see mechanical section). 

Mechanical Systems 

This subsystem consists of a type GWV 2 Vibrator (Gearing and Waston (Electronics) 

Ltd., n.d.) to which a machined aluminum clamp has been attached. This clamp holds the 

grating shown in Figure 4.5 via spring loaded ball plungers. The whole unit, vibrator and 

clamp, has been mounted on tiltable stage in order to position the grating perpendicular to 

the illumination beam and parallel to the x direction. Figure 4.7 shows this phase shifter 

mechanism. 

This vibrator has a peak to peak excursion of 2.5mm and excellent linearity charac

teristics. It consists of a dynamo steel body energized by means of D.C. coils. A high 

strength moving coil, suspended on flexible suspension unit (phenolic flexures), provides the 

motion. The moving mass is 10 grams and is capable of 91 gls acceleration. The suspension 

stiffness is 3.2 N/mm. Its maximum velocity is 1.5 x'10' micrometers per second and it 

has a frequency range of DC to 12Khz with a nominal resonance at 12Khz. Figure 4.B 

shows a plot of the vibrator displacement versus time when driven by a sawtooth waveform. 

The plot was obtained by moll'lting a cube corner in place of the clamp and measuring the 

distance that the cube corner travelled with an distance measuring interferometer. The 

clamp and grating weighed slightly more than the cube comer. The amplitude of the dis

placement is 61.1 micrometers or approximately one period of the chrome on glass ampli

tude grating used in the experiments. The phase grating requires half this displacement. 

While this figure was not obtained while driving the vibrator at the frequency used in the 

experiments, it does illustrate the linear behavior of this device and there is no reason to 
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Photo of the Bell System model CS-1 shaker driver, a linear (+/- 0.01 %) cur
rent source. 

It is interfaced to the computer via a 12 parallel input through the RS232 
connector. 
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Figure 4.8. Vibrator motion when driven with sawtooth wavefonn. 
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ex~ct a nonlinearity to develope at incresed frequencies other than due to a resonance. 

As the resonance occurs a 12 khz and the "shaker" (as the vibrator is called) is driven with 

a 1U hertz sawtooth, nonlinearities were not expected to be a factor. The 10 hz sawtooth 

comes about in the following fashion. Five fields were digitized and four stored, the first 

one being discarded. The shaker was ramped during the entire five fields. This is only the 

ramp up; ramping down was done in another 1jbU second for a total cycle time of b/bU 

second or 1U hertz. 

The shaker must be synchronized with the CCU readout in order to produce meas

urements A,B,C,U which are integrated over the proper interval. There are several ways 

to do this. The camera can be driven from an exterior timing source and the shaker and 

camera (as well as the digitizer board) could be synchronized to this source. The source 

could in fact be the digitizer board since it is ~uipped with its own timing source and hori

zontal and vertical drive ouputs. The camera purchased was an early version and while it 

had inputs for these signals, they did nothing. Another alternative is to use the camera as 

the source and synchronize everything else to it. This was the method actually imple

mented. The digitizer board has a PLL (phase lock loop) circuit which enables it to syn

chronize to the incoming video Signal given the proper command. In addition it has an in

terrupt feature which issues an interupt on the IEEE 7% interface to Signal the computer 

that one of several things has occurred. This interrupt was not used; rather, the interrupt 

which would have signaled the start of the a horizontal line was modified to appear as a bit 

in one of the status words of the digitizer board. This bit was polled (continually queried) 

by the computer (it had little to do while the video was being digitized anyway). This bit 

going high indicated to the computer that a horizontal line had started. Thus the shaker 

motion could be sychronlzed to the CCU readout by incrementing the output to the shaker 

driver by an amoLilt (the required phase shift per field divided by the number of lines per 

field) every ~ime this bit went high. The 10 hz sawtooth is actually composed of steps 
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every horizontal line (03 \.IS) SO in addition to the 10 hertz there is a 15.7 kilohertz term 

also; but it is of small amplitude as well as being beyond the frequency response of the 

shaker and thus should not pose any problems. 

Computer 

The were three essential cOl11luter requirements: 

1. IEEE 7% based for compatibility with the digitizer board 

2. Sufficient power to support digitizer board 

3. Ability to access the digitizer board through software 

A fourth was discovered to be highly desirable: . 

4. I<eadily usable (preferably running a known operating system and at least 

known (to the programmer) languages 

Two others were initially deemed necessary but were actually not required: 

5. Support a lanquage able to address arrays of 3HOx242 values (>04k) 

6. I:Jlazing speed 

Items 1 and 2 apply to hardware considerations (as well as b) with the rest falling into the 

software category. Also not listed here but highly desirable are reliablity and resonable 

price. I<eliablity because as complexity grows the chances of successive trouble shooting 

declines and price because budgets are always limited. The microprocessor chip is cur

rently in its adolescence being some 15 years old (Intel's 4004 appeared in 1970). The 

microcomputer is less than 10 years old (Altair appeared in 1974, based on Intel's 8080). 

Chip prices have plummeted and system prices with them almost as fast as their capabilities 

have risen. It is a truly volatile environment for the scientist and engineer who scarcely 

have time to digest the usefulness of these machines before they are obsoleted by the 

newest produce. 
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The microcomputer used in these experiments was an Intel system 3UO (Intel Corp., 

n.d.). It is a multibus (Ii:EE 796) based system with sufficient power and expansion capa-

bility to fulfill items 1 and 2. It runs MSUUS, a common operating system, and supports the 

most common programing languages -:. one of which. at least, is capable of addressing large 

arrays. Furthermore it has a simple addressing scheme which makes controlling the 

hardware viable. 

Calibration 

Even though the shaker's motion was calibrated using a distance measuring interfer-

" 

ometer, it was also calibrated while part of the experimental set up. This was done for two 

reasons; (1) changes over time, temperature and other environmental conditions may occur 

and need to be corrected for and (l) it is good experimental procedure to calibrate a sub-

system as it is actually going to be used, prefereably using the same equipment and tech-

niques which will be employed in the actual measurement. This latter consideration also in-

eludes the fact that the added mass to be moved by the shaker was not the same in the dis-

tance measuring interferometer calibration as it would be in the actual set up since the 

cube comer and molnt weighed 32.b grams and the grating and mount weighed 20.3 grams. 

As it turned out, the precalibration was very close to the value arrived at by calibration in 

the set up. 

The method of calibration in the set up was to capture four fields employing the 4 

step technique and calculate the reference phase shift from the data. If the four fields, I()I 

11, 13' 141 are stepped in phase by U, phi, 3phi, 4phi respectively then phi is given by 

(Schwieder et al.,19tO) 

l-1 14 - 10 1 
phi = ARCCOS -2 J • 

13 - 11 
2.1 

This calculation was performed at each pixel and an average phase shift and a standard 
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deviation obtained for phi. In this way the value which was output to the shaker driver 

was linked to a measured phase shift. Thus a curve of phase shift versus output value was 

obtained. This data was then fit to a straight line using weighted least squares and a slope 

value representing the shaker's sensitivity obtained. An example of this is shown in Figure 

4.9. The slope obtained this way had a standard deviation which translated into an uncer

tainty of about +/- 2.5 degrees for a 90 degree shift or +/- 1/3b wave per cycle. 

Hayes (1983) has tabulated the rms and peak to valley phase ermrs caused by this 

type of miscalibration (slope error) in integrating bucket type algorithms. It is known 

(Koliopoulas, 1981 and Schwieder et al., 1983) that the resulting error in the phase using 

stepping algorithms is a function of the phase. The errors in both types of algorithms vary 

at twice the fringe frequency (like the random additive errors in the 3 of 4 techniques dis

cussed in Chapter 3). The functional dependence of phase error with slope error has not 

been given. Figure 4.10 shows a plot of the phase error versus reference slope error obta

ined by plotting the data from Hayes' table 4. Note the linear dependence of measured 

phase error with slope error. What is plotted is the rms error and the maximum peak to 

va"eyerror. The maximum peak to valley error comes ,from performing the calculation for 

a" values of input phase (O-ln) and then selecting the largest error. USing the 3 of 4 

bucket algorithm with an uncertainty in the reference ramp of A/3b (the uncertainty in the 

calibration mentioned above) produces an rms uncertainty in the measured phase of less 

then a 400th of a wave with a peak to valley of about 140th wave (a ratio of 0.35). The 

ratio of rms to peak to valley of a cosine is 0.35. This relationship holds for linear calibra

tion error if the pattern whoso phase is to be measured covers many fringes, i.e., the pat

tern has tilt or the values span the range 0-2n. A slope error in the reference calibration 

causes a phase error which is linearly dependent on the calibration error. In the experi

ments conducted here, this rms error is less than a 400th contour interval. 
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Best Fit Line (hits 90° at 326.9) 

!So 100 I!SO 200 2!S0 300 350 

VALVE OUTPUT TO D/A 

Vibrator calibration curve. 

The motion of the shaker (in degrees) is plotted against output value. Each 
data point is the average of > 10' measurements. The error bars represent 
one standard deviation. The dashed line is the weighted least squares fit to 
a line through the origin. 
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MEASURED PHASE ERROR [wa~es] 

Figure 4.10. Measured phase error (1!waves) plotted against linear reference shift error 
(1!waves) for 3 or 4 bucket algorithm. 

A slope error (linear calibration error) produces an error which oscillates at 
twice the fringe frequency. The rms and peak to valley error introduced 
into the measured phase are linearly related to the slope error. The rms and 
peak to valley are related by the ratio 2.8 for patterns with several fringes. 
The line at a slope error of )./36 represents the uncertainty in the best fit 
line in Figurp. 4.9 which yields a phase error of about 1!410th wave. 
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The reference sensitivity curve (Figure 4.9) could have higher orders tenns. Hayes 

(1983) has tabulated the phase errors due to a quadratic tenn with a maximum departure 

from linearity of E as shown in Figure 4.11. This type of error also causes a phase error 

which is dependent on the phase. It also oscillates at twice the fringe frequency. Figure 

4.11 also plots the phase error as a function of E, the maximum departure from linearity, 

for the case of quadratic error. This data is taken from Hayes' table 7. Note the linear 

relationship. Note also the ratio of rms to peak to valley error: 0.35. The same realm as 

pertains to slope error applies here; the pattern must contain fringes for this ratio to hold. 

As can be seen in Figure 4.8, any nonlinearities in the sensitivity curve of the shaker 

are well below the >./40 level. Using the 3 of 4 bucket algorithm this translates (reading 

from Figure 4.11) to about a 3bUth wave uncertainty in the phase measurement. This type 

of error can be corrected for by using a look up table approach to ramping the reference 

phase. The required values could then account for tenns of an arbitrary order in the sensi

tivity curve. Since this error is relatively small in these experiments, a correction was not 

applied; rather, the look up table was filled with values from the linear fit. If both of 

these sources of reference error are present as allowed for above we would have the sum 

of their errors if they are in phase (+ slope error and - E) or their difference if out of phase 

by 1r (+ slope error and +E). The worse case being the sum or an rms of about 19Uth wave 

for the numbers used in these experiments. 

Software 

The best computer hardware in the world is useless without software to make it 

function intelligently. Uesigning good software is still an art, although there are many 

guidelines and intrinsic structures which make the job easier with current languages and 

operating systems. Presently available text editors make simple some things which were 

prohibitiv~ only a decade ago in a mainframe environment. 
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Figure 4.11. Measured phase error (1/waves) plotted against quadratic reference shift 
error (1!waves). 

This reference error also produces a phase error which oscillates at twice 
the fringe frequency. The rms and peak to valley error introduced into the 
measured phase are linearly related to the quadratic error E. The rms and 
peak to valley are related by by the ratio 2.8 for patterns with several 
fringes. 
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Fortran and assembly language were the languages chosen for this implementation. 

Assembly language is required in order to control the frame grabber and shaker driver in 

real time. The code which synchronizes the shaker motion with the CCU line readout was 

written in assembly language for the UOlUb processor b'3sed system used. This code must 

initialize the frame grabber and allow time for acquistion and locking of the i'lL on the 

board to the incoming video signals form the CCD camera before storing a digitized image 

in the frame grabber's memory. It must check for the end of a field and set counters on 

the digitizer board to specify where to store the current field without overwriting the pre

viously stored fields. It must also initialize the shaker (a small displacement is used to bias 

the motion away from the zero postion) and increment its displacement as discussed under 

the mechanical section above. 

Fortran was chosen because it was available under the operating system used 

(MSWS) and because of its capacity of addressing "large" arrays. A "large" array is one 

which has more than b4k bytes. This distinction arises due to the internal architecture of 

the U02Ub family of processors which addresses memory using a segment and an 16 bit 

offset scheme. The consequence of this scheme is that, until recently, languages for it 

have been limited to address space of b4k. The phase algorithm was implemented in For

tran using an assembly language function call to access the digitizer board memory. This 

provides an relatively fast and simple way to use the image memory of the digitizer board 

as general purpose memory for the system. It has another very useful benefit which is that 

the progress (or lack thereof) of whatever algorithm is being programed (and therefore 

must be debugged) is visible on the monitor. This provides an extremely useful intuitive 

sense of what is happening as well as clues to what went wrong. One develops a vision 

based debugging ski II where the expression "it just doesn't look right" becomes a valuable 

tool. 
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Phase Averaging 

In optical wavefront testing one can often assume small variations in the phase to be 

measured since heterodyne methods are typically used to measure the wavefronts of very 

well corrected systems. While not always true even in optical testing, this assumption is 

nearly never true in topological testing. Since the phase errors due to reference shitt 

errors are dependent on the phase to be measured and random additive errors (in j of 4 

algorithms) are as well, an approach which minimizes these effects was sought. A method 

of averaging the phase obtained from two measurements which causes both the phase errors 

due to miscalibration error and the oscillatory part of the phase error due to random errors 

to cancel was found. This technique is called "PHAV<';" for "PHase AVGeraging" after the 

subroutine which implements it. liasically, it involves taking the average of two phase cal

culations made with an offset of a quarter wave between their respective measurements. 

This offset means that errors which oscillate at twice the fringe frequency will be out of 

phase by half a wave between the two calculations and thus will cancel when added. 

Averaging also improves the uncertainty due to random errors and may be done as many 

times as desired to obtain an uncertainty due to ran~m errors as small as is neccessary. 

This procedure is straightforward if done after the 211 ambiguities are "integrated" out of 

the measurements. The only restriction when using PHAVG type averaging is that an even 

number of measurements be made in order to pair each measurement with its quarter wave 

offset counterpart. The drawback to averaging after integration is that the integration 

routine must be performed every time new data is taken. The integration routine is the 

most complicated piece of coding required to implement these techniques due to real world 

cosiderations such as bad pixels, obscurations, orphan pixels (those with no contiguous good 

pixels), and edge problems. Consequently, the integration routine takes longer to perform 

its functions and running it once per measurement is a needless and time consuming task 
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which can be eliminated if the raw phase data can be averaged directly and then integrated 

only once. 

Simple Average 

The difficulties with trying to average data from measurements taken with a quarter 

wave offset are illustrated in Figure 4.12. The top sketch shows two sets of the uninte

grated data from a tilted plane with a flat step on it. The 21f jumps are due to arctangent 

wraparound as dicussed in Chapter 3. The flat step is 3/4 1f in height -- less than the max

imum allowed by sampling theory restrictions and therefore a valid phase me".surement. 

Set number 2 has a quarter wave bias in comparison to set number 1. Also shown is the 

simple average of the two produced by adding and dividing the result by two. Note that 

this Simple average has 1f jumps at the locations of the 21l jumps contained in the unaver

aged data. This will cause an error when integrated since there is no way to separate 

these ·averaged· 1l jumps from real 1f jumps in the data. 

Simple Sum 

Instead of dividing by two, to get the average, we could just add them as shown in 

Figure 4.13. This results in the preservation of the 211' jumps introduced by arctangent 

wraparound; but now the valid 1f jumps have become 2. jumps also since these occur at the 

same x location in both data sets. This means that In order to integrate the data, we must 

limit the valid jumps to something clearly less than 1w in the summed set which translates 

to something less than 11' in the unaveraged data. The presence of noise rapidly makes this 

sitUation worse as the two (wraparound jumps and valid jumps) must be clearly distinguish

able. This leads to a thresholding which Is dependent on the noise value -- not an appeal

ing prospect. Also note that if more than two measurements are to be averaged, the valid 

jump criteria in the unaveraged set become much more restrictive being limited to some

thing less than 2 win (n>1) where n is the number of measurements to be averaged. The 
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term "something less" is used here to indicate both that noise must be considered and that 

the sampling theory criteria leading to the restriction (since we use a finite pixel size) are 

actually something less than 'Ir. In addition, all the slopes have doubled in Figure 4.12. 

This means that in order to correctly translate this into surface heights, the corresponding 

Ae must be halved since it now corresponds to a phase interval of 4'1r instead of 2'1r. 

Corrected Sum 

In order to preserve the maximum slope criteria allowed by sampling theory, neither 

simple sum nor simple averaging was used. Shown in Figure 4.14 in the "corrected sum" 

approach. "Corrected" refers to the fact the quarter wave bias has been removed from the 

second data set. This correction is applied after the arctangent function has been per

fonned so the miscalibration errors are still 1UU degrees out of phase and thus will cancel 

when added. This approach allows the separation of the valid and nonvalid jumps in the 

data since the 2'1r jumps in the unsulTVTled data are now 4n jumps in the summed set whereas 

the valid 'Ir jumps are only 2n. These can be clearly distinguished and properly integrated. 

However, the integration criteria will have to be changed to add/subtract 4n (not 2'1r) when 

it detects an ambiguity of greater than 2'1r (not n). the equivalent wavelength will also 

have to be halved for the same reasons as mentioned above. This approach could be used 

with n sets of data as long as the integration is perfonned accordingly: 2n 1r added or sub

tracted when greater than n 1r jumps are detected. 

Corrected Average 

For practical reasons the corrected sum approach was not implemented. The cor

rected average approach was used instead. This is just a division by n of the corrected sum 

approach but means that the integration and equivalent criteria remain fixed. The sketch 

in Figure 4.15 shows how this was achieved. It is simply the corrected sum approach but 

scaled to reflect the number of measurements which comprise it. 
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Figure 4.14. Corrected (see text) sum of two data sets with a quarter wave offset in one 
set. 
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Figure 4.15. Corrected (see text) average of two data sets with a quarter wave offset in 
one set. 
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Preintegration Step 

A preintegration step is employed. 11 is added (could be subtracted) to the cor

rected average if the difference between the two sets is greater than 11'. If not, the cor

rected average is taken. This is just asking whether the data contains jumps greater then 

the valid range limit and if so then preserve it so it can be integrated properly. This step is 

required in order to correct the the noise introduced wraparound jumps caused by averag

ing. In other words, if noise causes the wraparound jump to occur before or after its 

actual position in one of the data sets, the average will be off by the jump divided by two 

since we average them. Un a single data set, this is corrected in the integration routine 

since then it introduces a true wraparound jump of 211. When averaging, however, this 

noise introduced jump is also averaged and therefore would be missed in integration since it 

could not be distinquished from valid jumps, therefore the need for a preintegration step in 

the averaging. 

Note that this is exactly the same error that occurs in the simple average approach. 

Since this preintegration step is required by all these techniques (only the added values 

change) due to noise and since it will produce a consistent data set even with the simple 

average approach, there is no need to correct the second data set by subracting the quarter 

wave bias before averaging them. The net result, shown in Figure 4.1b, of USing the simple 

average technique with the preintegration step is to add a bias of an eight wave to the data 

set. Since we are not concerned with absolute phase but only with the phase relative 

phase, this piston type contribution is of no concern. The Simple sum approach couid also 

be used with the preintegration step by modifing using the same test criteria but adding 2n 

instead of 11. 

In order to illustrate how the PHAVG process cancels the oscillatory phase error 

produced by random noise, a computer program was written to add normally distributed 
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Figure 4.16. Simple sum with preintegration step of two data sets with a quarter wave 
offset in one set. 
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random noise to the computer simulated measurements a, b, c, and d using a tilted plane as 

the object. The residual phase remaining after fitting and subtracting tilt from the phase 

calculated using measurements a, b, and c only is shown in the top of Figure 4.17. The resi

dual phase when using the PHAVG process on the two phase values obtained using first 

measurements a, b, and c and then measurements b, c, and d is shown in the bottom of 

Figure 4.17. Note the drast difference in the two parts of Figure 4.17. The oscillatory 

behavior caused by random noise in the measurements is clearly shown in the top portion 

while being completely Wldetectable in the lower one. Note also that the measurements a, 

b, c, and d were error free except for the random noise, i.e., there was no reference shift 

error present. Figure 4.17 clearly illustrates two key points: (I) The eistence of the "two 

omega" or double fringe frequency oscillatory error (the simulated plane had lS fringes 

across it while the residual oscillation has 16), and (2) the cancellation of this error when 

averaged using the PHAVG pi·ocess described in this chapter. The existence of "two 

omega" type errors due to reference shift errors has been shown elsewhere as is pointed 

out in the calibration section of this chapter. It is important to realize however that the 

PHA VG process discussed herein also works with the re~erence shift errors and also that it 

applies to heterodyne interferometric techniques as well as the topological methods pre

sented herein. 
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Figure 4.17. The PHAVG (see text) process remwal of the Itwo omega l residual errors. 

The top shows the residual error present using the 3 or 4 bucket algorithm. 
The bottom shows the residual error using the 3 of 4 bucket al~orithm 
applied to 4 measurements. . 



CHAPTER 5 

DIVERGENT GEOMETRIES 

Chapter 2 presented projection techniques using parallel chief rays. A volume in 

space is filled with a sinusoidal irradiance distribution where the loci of the fringes formed 

parallel planes. This was true of the viewing geometry also -- the sampling grid or array 

can be thought of as being projected onto the object along parallel rays. Une can think of 

the process as one in which both the illuminating grid and the sampling grid are projected 

onto the object in such a way that tbe two patterns are multiplied (this is not true but 

serves as a conceptual tool). Parallel projection is the only geometry which produces con

tours of an object in the sense that the fringes are truly equiheight lines with a constant 

height interval and consequently is the simplest and mast intuitive scheme to implement. 

Uther projection geometries exist, of course, and this chapter will discuss some of them. 

The motivation for using a nonparallel geometry is to reduce the size of the necessary opti

cal components since parallelism requires that the oPtics be of comparable size as the 

object to be contoured. 

The whole gamut of techniques using nonparallel rays will herein be called "diver

gent" techniques. Of all the possible geometries available for projection and viewing using 

straight equally spaced projection and sampling patterns, only one , that using parallel axes, 

produces equiheight fringes in the sense that the distance from the reference plane, any

where along a fringe, is constant. The contour interval, however, is dependent on fringe 

number -- it changes from fringe to fringe. Divergent techniques using straight patterns 

but not employing parallel axes produce fringes that represent an object's surface height 
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but the value of the height is dependent on the spatial position as well as the fringe 

number. They produce neither contour lines nor equiheight fringes. Techniques using non-

straight patterns produce fringes representing the difference between the object under test 

and the object whose surface would produce the sampling pattern when illuminated as the 

test object. These fringes are neither contour lines nor equiheight fringes. This is to be 

contrasted with shadow type moire methods using a straight line grid pattern through which 

the object is both illuminated and viewed. In the special case of the shadow type moire 

technique where the camera and the illumination source are on a line parallel to the grid, 

equiheight fringes, not contour lines, are produced (Meadows et al., 1970 and Takasaki, 

1970). 

Straight Projection and Straight Reference Grids 

The Japanese have done much work in the field of moire topography since Takasaki's 

(1970) orginal paper. In this section we present the equation for z height in the divergent 

case of straight uniformally spaced projection and viewing patterns. This equation was 

derived by Idesawa et. al. (1977) and is based on a coordinate system whose origin is at the 

nodal point of the camera or viewing system. Based on 'the notation of Figure 5.1 we have 

where 

and 

Pg (Xm - Pm (n+6»(F1 - ap F2) ] 
(Pa (Xm - Pm (n+6» ) (F3-ap Pm F4) 

F1 = (Xop k1 - yap k2 + Zop k3) 

F2 = (xop k4 + yop k5 + Zop k6) 

F3 = (xo k1 - Yo k2 + am k3) 

F4 = (xo k4 + Yo k5 + am k6) 

5.1 
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Figure 5.1. Sketch showing geometry and notation for Equation 5.1. 
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K1 = cosU sin, 

K2 = sinO 

K3 = cos tl cos, 

k4 = cos, cos B + sin 0 sin, sin B 

k5 = cosO sinB 

kb = sin 0 cos, sin B - sin, cos B 
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Equation 5.1 gives the z distance from the ob;ervation nodal point to the (n + 6)th fringe. 

A plot of z versus x, where z has been corrected to correspond with the notation of 

Chapter 2, is shown in Fiqure 5.2. The plot shown in Figure 5.2 is where the axis of the 

projection and observation system form a 45 degree angle, the period in the x plane (per

pendicular to the ob;ervation axis which is also the z axis) is 1 mm, the projection and 

reference grids are parallel to the x axis, and the distance to projection point is 500mm. 

This plot corresponds to what we shall call type 1 geometry as shown is Figure 5.3. This 

simply denotes the case where the line through the projection and viewing points is parallel 

to the x axis. Figure 5.4 provides an intuitive Insight'into the formation of these refer

ences surfaces. If the fans of ray represent the loci of the maximum of the projected pat

tern and the loci of maximums in the sampling pattern respectively, then the dots (at their 

intersections) correspond to an integer fringe order or phase. The loci of the dots for a 

specific order number represent the reference surface for that fringe order. As can be 

seen in Figures. 5.4 and 5.2, these reference surfaces are curved as a function of x and as 

such do ~ represent contour lines since their spacings vary. Nor do they represent equi

height lines since the surface height along a fringe order varies along the fringe. There is 

no variation in the y direction since both axes lie in the xz plane. A flat plane would not 

produce a null fringe. Figure 5.5 shows some of the moire fringes obtained on a flat plane 
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Plot of the z distance (+ toward camera) from the xy plane for type 1 geometry using parameters of e = 

45 degrees, P = 1mm, M=500mm. 

Each line represents a specific fringe order number or phase, in increments of 5 fringes (or 1 fringe with 
a period of 5). The zeroth order fringe goes through the 0,0 point on the graph and order number 

increases up the page. 
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Type 1 geometry: the line joining the projection point and the observation 
point are parallel to the x axis. 



Figure 5.4. 
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An intuitive insight into the formation of reference surfaces. 

If the fans of rays represent the loci of the irradiance maximum of the pro
jected pattern and the loci of maximums in the sampling pattern respec
tively, then the dots (at their intersections) correspond to an integer fringe 
order or phase. The loci of the dots for a specific order number represent 
the reference surface for that fringe order. 
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Moire fringes of a flat plane with a sphere embedded using a divergent geo
metrv (see text) in which the projection and viewing axes were not parallel. 
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with a sphere embedded in it when viewed with a system similar to that shown in Figure 

5.4. Figure 5.6 shows the same geometry as Figure 5.2 but the projection distance has 

been halved to 25(Knm in comparison to Figure 5.2. Note that the references surfaces are 

more curved than in Figure 5.2. In Chapter 2, we saw how parallelism produces reference 

planes. Parallel is a special case of divergent in which the projection and viewing points 

move to infinity. These figures support the observation that as the system becomes more 

divergent the reference surface becomes more warped. 

In the shadow type moire technique, equiheight Jines can be obtained using type 2 

geometry. Figure 5.7 shows type 2 geometry in which the line joining the projection and 

viewing points is parallel to the projected pattern. In the shadow technique, the sampling 

and projection patterns are the same physical grid. My locating the source and camera 

points on a line parallel to the grid, equiheight lines are obtained. Figure 5.8 -and 5.9 show 

plots using the same parameters as 5.2 and 5.6 but based on type 2 geometry for projection 

techniques. In the straight pattern projection techniques, the fringes are not straight and 

do not represent equiheight lines. In fact they are even more curved than in the type 1 

geometry case. Thus type 2 geometry can be thought of as a more divergent than type 1 

geometry due to the fact that the projection system is closer to the x axis than the obser

vation system. Thus for the same period In plane GI
, type 2 requires larger projection 

angles. Again we see that, when using straight projection and viewing patterns, the more 

divergent the geometry, the more curved the reference surfaces. 

Straight Projection and Ueformed Keference Grids 

We have seen the analogy with classical shadow type moire break down when applied 

to projection methods; now we explore the situation (Khetan, 1Y75) where the reference 

grid is obtained by photographing the projected grid as it falls on a plane from the obversa-
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Figure S.b. 
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Plot of the z distance (+ toward camera) from the xy plane for type 1 geometry, same as Figure 5.2 
except that the projection distance has been halved to 250mm. 
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Type 2 geometry: in shadow type moire methods this geometry produceds 
equiheight fringe surfaces; in projection techniques it does not. 
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Plot of the z distance (+ toward camera) from the xy plane for type 2 geometry, parameters the same as 
Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.9. 
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Plot of the z distance (+ toward camera) from the xy plane for type 2 geometry, parameters the same as 
Figure 5.5. 
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tion point, thus producing ~ defonned reference grid. Khetan gives the following for the z 

distance for the nth fringe: 

(1-~ sin6)2 
_____ 5 _____ + ~p (1 - ~ sin6)(cos6 - .! sin6) ) ] 
( (1 + ~ sin 6) )(.!. sin 6-1 ) Sin 6 s m 

s m 

5.2 

where 6 is the angle between the projection and viewing axis, and z is colinear with the 

camera axis and is positive toward the camera. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 are plots of z versus 

x using Equation 5.2. These figures use the same parameters as 5.2 and 5.6 only the stra-

ight sampling grid has been replaced with the pattern obtained from photographing the pro-

jected pattern on a plane as seen. from the camera. They correspor • .:I to type 1 geometries. 

Note that the fringe surfaces, while still not straight, are less curved than the earlier tech-

nique using an undeformed sampling pattern. Again the more curved surfaces (Figure 5.11) 

go with the smaller distance parameter (camera distance is halved) plots. 

Now for the case of type 2 geometry we have the plots in Figures 5.12 and 5. U. 

These are still not contours nor equiheight surfaces as both the interval varies from surface 

to surface and the distance varies along the x direction surface. These plots do, however, 

illustrate the linear nature of Equation 5.2 under some situatioos. In type 2 geometry, the 

,camera distance m and the projection distance s are related via s = mcos 6. I f we make 

this substitution is Equation 5.2 and Simplify the result we obtain 

z = s:': 6 I 1 x. 1 np 1 
L + - Sin 6 + -:-- J s SlOB 

5.3 

which can be written as 
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Figure 5.10. Plot of the z distance (+ toward camera) using deformed safllJling pattern and type 1 geometry, parame
ters the same as Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.11. Plot of the z distance (+ toward camera) using deformed sampling pattern and type 1 geometry, parame
ters the same as Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.12. Plot of the z distance (+ toward camera) using deformed sampling pattern and type 2 geometry, parame
ters the same as Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.13. Plot of the z distance (+ toward camera) using deformed sampling pattern and type 2 geometry, parame
ters the same as Figure 5.5. 
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z - np r 1 1 
- sin e l1 + np + xt~n esin tI 

which under the assurTlltions 

can be written simply as 

mslne J 

u = np + xt~nesin e 
mslne 

lui «1 

z = ...!!e... r 1- np + xtan esin e 1 
sine l msine J 

= np r 1 _ --EL _~ i 
sin e l msin e m J 
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5.4 

5.5 

which deviates from the true contour interval equation of Chapter 2 by a term depen~nt 

on n and a term dependent on x. Thus for some range of x (x « tane/m) and n (np « 

msin e) we can expect the classical interval np/sin e to hold. 

Parallel Axes 

This section will deal with the special case of divergent techniques where the axes 

are parallel and thus equihei~ht fringes are aproduced. We begin by considering Figure 5.14 

which shows rays representing the loci of the peaks of the sinusoidal projected pattern and 

the rays corresponding to the projected sampling points. These are shown diverging from 

the center of their respective exit pupils denoted by xp and xv' The plane, GI
, is a plane 

which is conjugate to the detector array or sampling pattern and on which the sampling 

period, which is assumed equal to the projected pattern period, is given by P. The intersec-

tion of the projection and viewing axes with the plane GI is denoted by a zero in the 

column marked M and N respectively. We number the peaks of the cosinusoidal illumination 
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Figure 5.14. Geometry for divergent system with parallel axes. 
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with an integer, denoted by M, and the center of each sampling pixel, denoted by N, where 

+ values increase in the clockwise direction and - in the counterclockwise sense. In this 

figure the axes are separated by 10 periods, thus the 10 in the M column and the -10 in the 

N column at the respective intersections. We denote the distance from GI to the Ith fringe 

by zL where 

L = M - N - (Axpv ) 5.6 

and 

5.7 

II is the height of the small triangle located at the vertex of the large triangle formed by 

xpt Xv and the intersection of the rays drawn from there. These intersections are located 

on the Lth bright fringes. With the distance from the exit pupil to GI given by 1;1 and using 

similar triangles ZL can be written as 

LP 1;1 
ZL = ----"-~ 

AXpv - LP 
5.8 

figures 5.15, 5.16, and 5.17 show ZL versus x plots of Equation 5.8 for comparison with the 

previous plots. The period is 1mm and the viewing projection points are the same distance 

from the x axis. The distance, 1;1, and the separations, AxpVt are suo and 500, 250 and 250, 

and 500 and 250 millimeters in figures 5.15,5.16, and 5.17 respectively. Note that while 

there is no x dependence, the fringe spacing does depend on fringe number and thus this 

method produces ~ contour lines but equiheight lines. 

I f we make the assumption that the exit pt.;lils are located at the focal points then 

this can be rewritten as 
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Figure 5.1b. Plot of the z distance (+ toward camera) using straight sampling and projection patterns, parallel axis, 
with distance 250 mm, period 1 mm, separation 250 mm, and every 5th fringe plotted. 
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where 

l Mi.\g Focal Length Z L = ---:.:"-;::---;----='--S-L 

lix 
5 = ( :v) 
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5.9a 

5.9b 

Figure 5.18 is a plot of the distance from the plane G1 as a function of fringe number L for 

a range of +/- 100 fringes with a magnification of 10, a focal length of 50mm and a separa-

tion, 5, of 500 periods. It corresponds to Figure 5.14. Figure 5.19 is the same plot (as 

5.17) but with a range of separations varing from 50 to 75Omm. 

Figure 5.2U shows the geometry and the field coverage obtained using parallel axes. 

The minumum semi field angles (no overlap ot projection and viewing fields) are given by 

5 
tanumin= 2,1. 

The semi field angle for overlapping field coverage equal to the separation is given by 

S 
tan u= = ~ 

5.1U 

5.11 

Table 5.1 gives the values of these angles for the range of separations plotted in Figure 

5.19. 

While there does not exist an equivalent wav~length in the case since the spacing 

depends on the fringe number, it is informative to consider the equivalent spaCing, liz. The 

equivalent spacing is given by the difference between the Lth and the (L+1)th fringe. 

Using the same notation this can be written as 
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Figure 5.18. The z distance versus fringe order, L, for Figure 5.14 parameters. 
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figure 5.19. The z distance versus fringe order, L, for a distance of suo mm, period of 1 
mm, and a range of separation from 50 to 750 periods. 
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figure 5.20. Geometry of field coverage with parallel axes. 
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Table 5.1. Semi field angles for umin (no field overlap) and u= (field overlap equal to the 

separation. 

umin and u= given in degrees; Sand r;: in rrun. 

umin u= S Z;' 

2.9 5.7 50 500 

5.8 11.3 100 500 

8.5 16.7 150 500 

11.3 21.8 200 500 

14.0 26.6 250 500 

16.7 31.0 300 500 

19.3 35.0 350 500 

21.2 38.7 400 500 

24.2 42.0 450 500 

26.6 45.0 500 500 

28.8 47.7 550 500 

31.0 50.2 600 500 

33.0 52.4 650 500 

35.0 54.5 700 500 

36.9 56.3 750 500 
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[ 
S 1 

Az = Mag Focal length (S-L)(S-L-1)J. 5.12 

Figure 5.21 is a plot of the equivalent wavelength versus fringe number for the same 

parameters as in Figures 5.15, 5.16, and 5.17. 

As can be seen in Figures 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, and 5.21 the contour interval or equiva-

lent wavelength is not constant with fringe number -- it's not even a linear function of the 

fringe nunt>er. It does not vary along a fringe, however, and the reference surface corres-

ponding to each fringe is a plane. The separation of these planes, however, is not a con-

stant as in the parallel projection case; rather it follows the above expression. 

This means that for digital heterodyne topographic using divergent techniques that 

the phase can be calculated using the same algorithms as in the parallel case and indeed in-

tegrated using the same procedure but when it comes to representing the surface relief, the 

absolute fringe number must be known. Once this is identified for any fringe in the scene, 

we can assign a height via a cur-Ole similar to Figure 5.18. A number of possibilities exist 

for determining the fringe number. One of these includes projecting an identifiable mark 

colinear with the projection axis (or any known M value) and detecting its location on the 

solid state array (N). U the separation of the axes is known, then L can be calculated 

from Equation 5.6. Another method would be to have an object with a known step height 

and then measure the phase difference that corresponds to the step. Since the phase 

versus distance is a unique function, the fringe number can be determined by fitting via 

least squares to the curve. An unknown object to be measured can be substitution in the 

same position. These will of course involve some uncertainty which depends on how well 

the phase is known. 
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Figure 5.21. Plot of fringe spacing, l!z, versus fringe order number. 

Curves 1 and 2 are for 500 mm distance and 250 and 500 mm separations, 
respectively. Curves 3 and 4 are for 250 mm distance, 250 and 500 mm sep
arations, respectively. 



CHAPTEK 6 

KESULTS 

The results from three different objects will be presented. These are a calibration 

block to calibrate the set up with 'respect to ,Ae' a flat plane to test the departure from 

flatness of the reference surface, and a Peruvian coin, for the fun of it. 

Calibration Block 

An alumimum block was machined to act as a known object for calibration purposes. 

It consisted of three nominally flat surfaces connected by 30 degree ramps. The profile of 

this block (herein called the calblock) is shown below. 

The ramps connect the two levels without an abrupt jump which would violate the sampling 

assulTlltions discussed in Chapter 3. This allows the connection of the phase of the two 

levels via the the integration routine. The average height difference between the two 

levels was 25.1 +/- 0.2 thousandths of an inch (637.5 +/- 5.1 ~m). The block was coated 

with magnesium smoke to give it approximately lambertian scattering characteristics. This 

was required since the nearly specular finish on the smoothly machined aluminum gave poor 

signal levels unless it was positioned such that the specular reflection was directed toward 
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the observation optics which caused the CCD to saturate. Several intermediate angles 

were tried with the result that if good signal levels were obtained in one area; saturation 

and the subsequent Ibloomingl into adjacent pixel locations which accompany it, were pre

sent in other areas. The blooming characteristics of solid state detectors are quite differ

ent (CIU's tend to handle this much better than CCD's) at the current time. The CCV used 

had an anti-blooming circuit to help with this problem. The blooming was mainly in the 

vertical direction due to the architecture of the device. Even with this circuit, a diffuse 

coating on the object was necessary. 

The entire data analysis process, from data collection through the grey scale map

ping of the calculated height information, will be illustrated with the example of the cali

bration block. In later examples, we will skip over some of the intermediate results. The 

raw data on the calblock is shown in Figure 6.1. This figure is a photo taken from the CRT 

after capturing the four consecutive fields with appropiate reference phase shifts. It 

shows the four fields in the following order 

A: upper left quadrant 

B: upper right quadrant 

C: lower left quadrant 

D: lower right quadrant 

In the following discussions these quadrants will be referred to as A,H,C,V. As discussed in 

Chapter 5, these quadrants represent different sections of the frame grabber merrory and 

will store (and display) various intermediate results as well as the raw data as shown in 

Figure 6.1. The various quadrants are utilized as follows 

quadrant A: Integer portion of the integrated phase 

quadrant B: Fractional part of the phase 

quadrant C: Mask of valid pixels 

quadrant D: Grey scale representation of the surface height 
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Figure 6.1. Four fields A,B,C,D of raw data on the calibration block. 
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The equations connecting the allowed slopes, the projection and sampling periods, 

and the illumination and viewing angles are Equations 2.26 and 2.27. At +/- 30 degrees, 

the ramps on the cal block have slopes in radians of +/- 0.52. Using Equation 2.27 and set-

ting ~=O per the discussion in Chapter 2, we have, after rearranging slightlY, 

1 -1 Px > (0.52) Tan II > 1 _ ~ Px • 
2 dx 2 dx 

6.1 

If we also choose Px=dx to set the reference plane perpendcular to the viewing axis, we 

have 

0.5 > (±0.52) Tan II > 0.5. b.2 

Values of Tan II between -0.96 and +0.96, i.e., a II range of -43.6 degrees to +43.8 

degrees, will satisfy Equation 6.2 and consequently insure proper sampling in the first moire 

interval. A value of 22-t degrees was choosen to allow some latitude in the positioning of 

the cal block with respect to the viewing axis since a tilt of the whole block introduces a 

bias to the ramp slopes and effectively increases or decreases the slope (depending on 

whether it is plus or minus). Notice that the equivalent wavelength has not been specified 

as yet since the projected period has not been set. In theory, we could choose any value. 

In practice there are several limitations including the size of the sampling array and the 

depth resolution required. Since we choose Px=dx, we can work backwards from the array 

size (determined by the number of pixels and their spacing) and the size of the object to be 

sampled, i.e., the calblock, including the viewing magnifications obtainable with the avail-

able lens. Using the 368 pixels of the Fairchild 222 CCD and the width of the field as 80 

nvn, we obtain a sampling period dx of 206 llm; this requires a viewing magnification of 

6.87. The closest available magnification was 7.0. 
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The data in Figure 6.1 were tak~n with the flat surface of the cal block more or less 

squared onto the observation axis. The angle between projection and viewing axis was 

measured (via adjustable triangle) at 22.25 degrees. A 16 line per mm (416 line per inch) 

chrome on glass grating was imaged using an afocal telecentric projection system as des

cribed in Chapter 5, and all but the +/- first orders blocked to produce a cosinusoidally 

varying irradiance distribution. The magnification of the projected pattern was nominally 

3.88. Thus the calculated projected period is 121 pm for an eqUivalent wavelength of 

320 pm. 

Uncertainties in the equivalent wavelength are governed by Equation 2.14. The 

uncertainty in the projected period, Ap, has two contributions, an error in the grating 

period and an error in the magnification of the projection system. Allowing an uncertainty 

of 1 % in the focal lengths of the lens used in the projection system produces an +/- 0.08 

oocertainty in the magnification of 3.88. The specifications for the ruling used give a max

imum error in the period of 1.2 pm. Incorporating these values and using a one degree 

uncertainty in the measured angle yields an uncertainty of 16 pm in the eqUivalent wave

length of 320 pm. 

The three of four bucket algorithm was used in all the following results. Figure b.2 

shows the four quadrants after the phase averaging (Phav~) process. The phase (modulus 

21T) is shown in quadrant B and the mask of valid pixels is shown in quadrant C. Note that 

the edges were trimmed in relation to the raw data shown in Figure 6.1. This was done 

because the non-uniformity of the illumination (low levels at the edges) caused a ragged 

boundary when the difference from measurement to measurement was thresholded in order 

to define the valid pixel mask. The signal to noise decreases as the illumination decreases 

causing a noisy boundary which can cause errors in the integration of the 21T ambiguities. 

Figure 6.3 shows the data after the integration step has been performed. The in

teger wave portion of the phase is shown in quadrant A. Since each integer wave corres-
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Data quadrants after the Phavg (see text) phase averaging process on the 

raw data of Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.3. Calblock data quadrants after integration step. 
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ponds to 1/256th of the display range, it is not possible to see the increment in integer 

phase which corresponds to each fringe of tilt in quadrant B. Note, however, the bright 

boundary in quadrant A which follow the fringes. These bright areas are minus integer 

values and appear white due to their representation in 2's complement notation which sets 

the high bit for negative numbers. The total integer range that can be represented and 

stored using the eight bits of image meJrory in this manner is +/- 127 waves. Figure 6.4-

shows an enlarged view of quadrant B which contains the fractional (U-21T) part of the in

tegrated phase. 

After the phase has been integrated, the tilt was removed by subtracting a least 

squares fit to a plane from the data. If the entire phase, integer and fraction, is scaled to 

fill the range of the display, we have Figure b.5 which clearly shows the two levels of the 

block in grey scale. Also shown are two rectangles which include the ramps in their interi

ors. These represent the areas of the block plotted isometrically in Figures 6.b. The 'stair 

step' effect on the ramps in Figure b.6 is an artifact of the display routine. The remaining 

jUl11>s in the lines are real and represent the noise level in the data. The height of this 

ramp was obtained by averaging the phase values over a 20x20 pixel area at the top and at 

the bottom of it. The difference between these two average values represents the differ

ence in waves between the two levels. The difference was 1.91 +/- 0.01 waves or 24.1 

+/- thousandths (612 +/-I'm) at the calculated equivalent wavelength of 32U I'm. Allowing 

for the uncertainty in the contour interval gives a range of 577-645 I'm for the step meas

urement. The actual value of 637.5 lies within this range. The system is now calibrated 

with respect to contour interval. The experimentally determined contour interval is the 

true step height divided by the measured phase for a value of 333.8 +/- 4.4 I'm. 
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Enlarged view of quadrant B from Figure 6.3 showing the fractional part 
(O-21f) of the phase. 
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Grey scale map of the calblock surface heights; the two rectangles show the 

areas plotted in Figure 6.6. 



Figure 6.6. Isometric plot of the areas surrounded by the dark rectangles in Figure 6.5 
showing the calblock ramps. 

The stairsteps on the ramps are an artifact of the display routine. The other 
discontinuities represent real noise in the data. 
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Flat Plane 

In the previous section, we assummed that reference surfac~s were indeed planes 

and not some curved surface as happens using a divergent system. To test this idea, an 

aluminized flat mirror was coated with magnesium oxide smoke and tested. An interfero

gram of this mirror in double pass at 0.b328 ).1m is shown in Figure 6.7 and indicates a rms 

deviation from flatness of less them 0.5 \.1m. The raw data obtained are shown in Figure 

6.8. The data were processed as with the previous calblock example. Figure 6.9 shows the 

quadrants after integration and tilt removal. USing the unaveraged phase calculation on 

the three fields, A,B,C, the fit to a plane produced an rms residual (after subtracting the 

best fit plane) of 1/20.4th wave 16.0 \.1m). Another run produced residual values of 

1/20.8th wave (16.4 Mm). Subtracting these two and calculating the rms of the difference 

gave 0.014 or 1/71.4th wave (4.7 \.1m). 

Using the Phavg technique of averaging two series of phase measurements gave 

values of 0.04bU or 1/21.7th wave (15.4 \.1m) rms for ant! run and the second gave 0.0461 

or 1/21.7th wave (3.7 \.1m). Subtracting these produced an rms difference of 0.0111 

(1/90.1th wave). These results confirm the idea that the reference surface is not a plane 

but rather some other surface since the reproducibility is on the order of a 90th wave rms 

but the fit to a plane is only a 20th wave and indicates that its rms departure from a plane 

is roughly 1/22 wave over the area of the tested plane. We would expect an improvement 

in reproducibility on the order of the square root of two, 1.4, from the averaging technique 

and the above numbers, 1/90 and 1/70th wave, yield about 90% of that. 

By trimming the data as was done with the calblock, the values obtained were 

1/2b.5th wave (12.5 ).1m) and 1/27.7th wave (12.0 \.1m) rms for two separate consecutive 

runs. Subtracting these two runs gave an rms difference of 1/131.6th wave. Uased on the 

contour interval of 334 \.1m this results in an rms reproducibility of 2.5 \.1m. 
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Uouble pass visible light interferogram (O.6jj J,lm) of the coated mirror used 
as a flat test object. 

I ts maximum departure from flatness is 1.1 J,lm and the rms is about 0.4 J,lm. 
This corresponds to an rms flatness of 1/IU5th wave at the equivalent wave
len~th used. 
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Figure b.B. Four fields, A,i:J,C,U, of raw data on the flat plane. 
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Figure 6.9. Data quadrants of the flat plane after integration and tilt removal. 
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In order to check th~ system signal to noise ratio for the intensity measurement, 

four identical fields of data with fringes present (no shift) were captured. These fields 

were suttracted on a pixel by pixel basis and rms and peak to valley differences calculated 

with the results as shown below. The peak values were 255, i.e., a few pixels were satu

rated (these were not discarded). 

Fields 

A-B 

A-C 

A-D 

rms 

1.00 

0.87 

1.19 

Uifferences in Identical Fringe Fields 

P-v 

6 

5 

6 

Average 

86 

86 

86 

SNK 

86 

99 

72 

Note that the ratio of P-v to rms is about 6 which is consistent with normally distributed 

random errors. Averaging the values above yields an rms difference value of 1.02 and an 

SNK of 81. Using these numbers, we can calculate the phase error which will result from 

these errors in the measurements (via the equations of Table 3.3). Since the peak to valley 

to rms ratio in the raw data differences is representative of random noise, we would expect 

the same ratio to hold in the phase. Using a modulation of 0.6, this yields an rms phase 

error of 1/97th wave. If we allow a square root of 2 improvement for averaging (Phavg) 

two rms, this gives 1/130th wave which is very close to the value of 1/131st wave ob

tained. The corresponang peak to valley is 1/23rd wave. Previous measurements of the 

modulation were obtained based on solving Equation 3.62 (on a pixel by pixel basis) using an 

average irradiance obtained by summing measurements A and C and dividing by 2. These 

measurements indicate that 0.6 is a reasonable number to expect for this system at these 

frequencies. 
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The limiting factor in the precision of these experimental results can be attributed 

to the poor SNR which is due to the nonunlformity of illumination. Improving the average 

irradiance by a factor 9f 1.97 (and assuming that the SNR also improves by the same ratio), 

from 8 to 160 would give an rms repeatability of 1/275th wave and a peak to valley of 

1±46th wave). This represents the best possible case with a modulation of 0.6 since the 

largest average irradiance possible (and not exceed the maximum irradiance causing satura

tion) is 160. Based on an equivalent wavelength of 334 Jlm, this yields 1.21 Jlm rms and 7.3 

Jlm peak to valley. The maximum contrast using the 3 of 4 bucket technique is 0.9y where 

y is the detected fringe contrast which includes the sine function apodization due to the 

finite detector size as well as degradation of contrast due to the imaging system MTF. If a 

y of 0.8 can be obtained, the maximum modulation possible is 0.72. The maximum possible 

average irradiance would then be 148, yielding a best possible case phase error of 1/300th 

wave rms and 1/50th wave peak to valley or 1.11 Jlm rms and 0.b8 Jlm peak to valley at the 

equivalent wavelength used. 

Coin 

Also tested was a Peruvian half sole coin. Figure 6.10 shows the four fields of raw 

data. Figure b.11 show the relief of the coin represented in grey scale. Height towa rd the 

camera, +z, is shown as lighter grey. 

Incoherent and Coherent Trade Ofis 

This section discusses the trade offs between laser illumination and white light illu

mination. The laser provides a bright very nearly collimated source. Its long coherence 

length affords an easy way to create a cosinusoidal fringe pattern to fill some volume in 

space. It does create some problems, however, in that an interference pattern is formed 

which gives the image of the surface a granular appearance. These granules are called 

speckles and are caused by light scattered from one point on the diffuse surface interfering 
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Figure 6.10. Four fields, A,B,C,D, of raw data on the half sole coin. 
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Figure b.11. Relief of coin in grey scale. 
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with light from another point. Due to the high degree of coherence of a laser source, 

these speckles can have high contrast. They will also be modulated in time with the shift-

ing fringes since the illumination which is scattered to cause them is changing phase as the 

fringes shift (this is what causes the fringes to move). If the speckles did not change 

brightness as the fringes move, these phase shifting techniques would not detect them but 

since they are modulated with the fringe motion, speckle is a noise source in this type of 

measurements. 

Speckle and MTF 

One way to reduce the effect of these speckles is to average over a number of 

them. This requires a pixel size larger than an individual speckle. The size of a typical 

speckle is on the order of the psf formed by the observation system or 

Speckle diameter = 2.44 A Fnumber 6.3 

The MTF reaches cutoff at a frequency of 1/(AFnumber) or a sinusoidal fringe period of 

A Fnumber. The speckles are typically 2.44 times this in size and thus are clearly resolved. 

In order to average over many speckles we need a pixel area larger than a speckle. The 

number of speckles per pixel is given by 

area pixel _ 4 Ix ly 
area speckle - '11'(2.44 AFnumber)i 6.4 

where Ix and ly are the pixel lengths in the x and y directions respectivp'y. We c~n write 

£l.5 

which relates the pixel dimensions to their x spacings by the ratios I<x,Ry• In order to 

obtain a good signal modulation we need to have good contrast in the image faWng on the 
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detector. Using the moire sampling theorem (Chapter 2) and solid state array approach we 

can set the sampling frequency 1/dx at 0.2 of the MTF cutoff. The frequencies allowed by 

the sampling criteria would then lie between 

0.1 Pc > ti > 0.3 Pc 6.6 

where Pc is the cutoff frequency of the imaging system. The MTF values of an aberration 

free systen for this range of frequencies is 0.88 and 0.63. We can let 

1 
d = Fmtf Pc x 

b.7 

where Fmtf is the ratio of the sampling frequency of the detector array to the MTF cutoff 

of the imaging system. With these definitions the pixel area can be written as 

Substituting this into Equation 6.4 yields 

Rx Ky 
Number of spec!t1es in a pixel = 0.21 (Fmtf):t • 

6.8 

b.9 

Kx and Ky are a function of a specific array. If we choose Fmtf as above, namely 0.2, and 

use the Kx =0.4 and Ky = 1.2 which are values for the Fairchild 222 CCD array in noninter

laced operation, this results in 2.52 speckles per pixel. Note that Equation 6.9 appears to 

be independent of Fnumber but rather Koes like one over Fmtf squared. This is not true due 

to the fact that Fmtf relates the expression to Fnumber by way of dx• The value of dx 

must satisfy certain relationships with the projected frequency and the viewing angle as 

discussed in Chapter 2. One selects the necessary depth resolution from which the required 

contour interval and illumination angle can be calculated as described by Equation 2.13 or 



Table 2.2. This will fix dx for the tilt free case in moire topography as given by Equation 

2.20 where we set cj) = o. Unce dx is set, then through Fmtf we get Pc and thus the 

Fnumber for a specific illumination wavelength. For Une painting type topography dx is set 

by classical sampling considerations and again the required Founber is found through Fmtf. 

Given a real detector array, i.e., Kx and Ry , the choice of Fmtf determines the number of 

speckles which will be averaged by a pixel. This must be traded off against the increased 

phase error due to decreased modulation as shown in Table 3.4 since as Fmtf increases the 

Signal contrast decreases. This trade off does not occur in a system using incoherent illu

mination since speckles are not formed. Uther problems do arise, however, such as the 

need for chromatic correction of both the imaging and observation systems. Noise due to 

extraneous fringes caused by ghost reflections, oost, and other imperfections in the optical 

system are much stronger with coherent illumination. See Schwieder et al. (1984) for a 

discussion involving extra measurements at different phases for reducing the above noise 

sources' influence on the phase measurements. 

Depth of Field 

lioth the projection and observation system's depth of fields are if1l>Ortant in topog

raphy since before the periodic irradiance distribution can be modulated by the object's 

topography can be imaged and analyzed it must first exist on the surface of the object. 

The depth of field of the projection system is the range over which good cootrast fringes 

exist. In a system where the projection fringes are formed by the interference of the 

+/- 1 diffracted orders of a grating, the depth of field is a function of the distance over 

which this interference can occur. Being basically a common path interferometer, this dis

tance depends on the coherence characteristics of the source. A laser is by its nature a 

very coherent source and thus produces an extremely large depth of field. A self luminous 

light source is, however, capable of producing fringes over a useful depth of field, dimen-
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sions of which are given by the van Cittert-Zernicke theorem. For a good discussion of 

forming cosinusoidal type fringes with white light see the paper by Goodman (1982). 

A more limiting situation occurs in the observation system and pertains to the range 

over which a sinusoidal frequency component call be imaged with acceptable cootrast. 

-Acceptable contrast - is a function of the allowable phase error as mentioned above and 

brings us back to Fmtf and Fnumber considerations. Figure 6.12 shows a plot of the MTF of 

an aberration free optical sytem versus defocus distance. This is done for the range of 

contour intervals from 200 to 2000 ~m when the object is illuminated at 45 degrees. This 

plot assumes an Fmtf of 0.22 (sampling at 0.22 of cutoff) and wavelength of 0.5~m. The 

procedure followed was similar to that described above. A computer program was written 

which, given an eqUivalent wavelength and an illumination angle (45 degrees), calculated P, 

the required projection period. Using P and a Fmtt of 0.22, it then calculated the required 

numerical aperture. Using this numerical aperture, it calculates the MTF for the defocus 

range of -1000 to +1000 mm using Steel's approximation (Towner, 19112). The following 

equation gives the real part of the OTF (Optical Transfer Function) and since the imaginary 

part is zero for pure defocus this is also equal to the M~F; 

4 r ] Jd4w(1-w)£) 
OTF(£,w) = ;r LCOS -

1 (w) - wl1-w z 4w(1-w)£. 0.10 

where 

w = L = Aop 
Pc 2NA 

Pc = spatial frequency at MTF cutoff 

z = defocus distance 

n = index of refraction 6.11 
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If we choose an MTF limit of 0.2 for the out of focus condition, we have the follow

ing table of depth of field ploUed against Ae (equivalent wavelength). Also listed is the 

dynamic range, defined as the number of resolvable depth levels, i.e., the depth of field 

divided by the mimimum resolvable level -- here defined as Ae/100. This chart is based on 

a sampling frequency at 0.22 of cutoff. If a larger Fmtf is used, the tiepth of field will 

decrease since the falloff with defocus is faster. This is true from low to medium frequen

cies in the MTF curve; high frequencies have less falloff with defocus but the MTF is already 

low. This implies that the need to average over more sp4~ckles (which requires a lower 

Fmtt> caused by using coherent illumination will produce a smaller depth of field due to 

using a faster beam (lower Fnumber). 

Depth of Field Contour Interval Dynamic Range Fnumber 

[ mm] [ ~m ] [ 10' ] 

1450 1400 103 622 

1100 1200 92 533 

760 1000 7b 444 

510 800 62 355 

30U 600 50 26b 

120 400 30 177 

:W 200 15 88 

These values are too optimistic and represent the best depth of field theoretically 

possible s:nce the only constraint imposed was the ability to resolve a certain frequency 

with an MTF of 0.72. Since they are based on defocus only, they neglect the OTF 
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degradation produced by other aberrations which will be introducted as the design conju

gates (position of the image and object change) change. However, at these high Fnumbers, 

the real limitation results from the high illumination levels required to produce a usable 

iiradiance at the detector. Sufficient light will require faster beams and the reduced depth 

of field associated with the smaller Fnumber. 

If we require a speckle radius of 1/10U of the period in order to average over many 

speckles, then the dynamic range and the depth of fjelds are reduced from the above listing 

by a factor of 45-50 since this also requires a smaller Fnumber. In Chapter 5 we saw that 

if we treated the contour interval as a constant in divergent geometries, a 1 % allowable 

error limited the depth of field to roughly Smm and the dynamic range to 1UUO for a 10 m 

depth resolution. 

The system used in the experiments described earlier in the chapter used an Fnumber 

of 9.0 and the usable depth of field was 12 mm with a 121 lim projected period. This yields 

37 waves of depth of field at the equivalent wavelength of 320 lim for a dynamic range of 

4B50 based on a resolution of 1/137th wave. In order to use the depth of field, enough 

samples to properly integrate the 21f ambiguities are required. At 37 waves, 74 samples 

would be needed at the maximum slope (2 samples per wave). The detector used had 3BB 

pixels across its width and 244 across its height, thus exceeding the minimum number of 74 

and allowing 194 waves of depth of field due to the integration requirement alone. At an 

Fnumber of 16, the depth of field was 25 mm but the signal levels were too low to yield 

accurate phase measurements. 



CHAPTER 7 

CUNCLUSIONS 

Errors 

Several noise sources have been discussed both in Chapter b and in Chapter 3. In 

Chapter 6, it was pointed out that the repeatibility is much better than the accuracy of the 

experimental system used due to a nonplanar reference surface. One can strive to reduce 

the distortion and aberrations in the optics as both contribute to errors in accuracy by pro

ducing a warped reference surface. Another approach would be to live with these errors 

and take advantage of the good preciSion of the system by subtracting from each measure

ment the phase map obtained from measurements of a plane. The difference would then be 

the difference in height from this plane rather than whatever the reference surface hap

pens to be. This is a standard moire pattern methodology and has been used since the early 

days with moire patterns. In topography, it has usually involved producing a reference 

moire pattern of a master object to use as the sarJ1)ling grid so that the moire between the 

image of the object under test and this reference pattern is the difference between the two 

objects. This can be a computer generated via plotter, etc., or result from a photograph of 

the viewed master object with projected frinses. Two interferograrns can be overlayed to 

produce moire fringes of the difference. If the fringes do not represent true contours, then 

the difference does not either. Using the electronic storage capabilities of the microcom

puter presents the ability to subtract the two phase measurements as was done in section 

above. Instead 01 using the same object, different objects could be usedj a master part and 

the part to be tested. This eliminates the need to produce a master reference sampling 

grid, allowing greater flexiblity. In this way, either the difference from a master part or 
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the difference from a known geometric surface such as a plane, ellipse or sphere (if the 

absolute height is desired) can be obtained without changing the sampling grid. 

We have seen that line painting and moire methods differ only in the manner of sam

pUngo The Une painting technique requires classical nonaUased sampUng, while the moire 

methods rely on aliasing to produce the moire pattern. Moire allows the removal of the tilt 

from the data q>tically during the sampling process while line painting requires a computer 

fit and its subtrilction from the digital data. 

For a given optical system, projection and viewing, an array used in the moire tech

nique described herein results in a smaller contour interval than if used in the line painting 

technique. This is due to the sampling requirements which require a larger projected period 

for the line painting technique. 

Fo; a given sensitivity, line painting requires higher sampling densities. This will 

require a lower magnification in the viewing sytem, which, for a given array, results in 

smaller field coverage. The higher sampling frequencies require a larger Fmtf and the 

smaller depth of field which accompanies it. Another way to look at this is to say that the 

finer sampling requires a lower Fnumber beam and thus a smaller depth of field. 

Future Research 

This dissertation has not exhausted the vast potential of projection topographic 

methods; rather it has focused on two methods (line painting and moire) in the application 

of digital heterodyne techniques using solid state arrays as the sampling grid. The main 

difference in the two techniques is that one samples classically and the other utilizes alias

ing. Hoth produce a 2 ... ambiguity which is removed subject to some assu"lltions regarding 

sampling and the object's slopes. Multiple wavelength techniques could be used to lessen 

this restriction and extend the range to steeper slope values. The projection geometry 

errors which occur in reference to warping the reference surfaces can be corrected for in 
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the data. Surfaces could be matched to mathematically constructed specifications and 

tested as is possible with computer generater holograms but with the flexiblity of the vari

able wavelength scale that projection topography allows. 

The class of surfaces which are amenable to these techniques also needs to be 

explored. Coating a surface with white paint or magnesium oxide smoke is fine in the labo

ratory but severely limits the range of application in the industrial domain. The ability of 

some CIO arrays to nondestructively sample a pixel could possibly be used to monitor the 

array prior to saturation and readout large values before they saturate, while allowing 

smaller values to integrate longer. This could be used to extend the dynamic range of the 

device. While the algorithms discussed in this dissertation are fairly immune to irradiance 

nonuniformities, small phase errors require good signal to noise ratio (SNR). SNR is norm

mally linked to Signal level -- the higher the signal level the better the SNR. This specular 

surface problem is seen as one of the major obstacles to the wide ranging application of 

these tecmiques. 

An obstacle to the application of these techniques to large objects is the power 

required. As usual there is a trade off between the power required and the depth of field 

since larger Fnumbers which produce greater depth of field are less effecient in terms the 

amount light gathered. Recently, some arrays have appeared which are coupled to image 

intensifiers. This approach and/or the one mentioned in the preceding paragraph could be 

explored for low light levels. 

In conclUSion, we have explored digital heterodyne techniques applied to projection 

topography. A way of looking at moire topography as an aliasing phenomenon with 

emphasis on the frequency plane analysis has been presented along with a corrollary to 

classial sampUng theory to include moire sampUng. The stripe projection (line painting) 

techniques have been included both as the basis of moire methods and as a separate topo

graphic technique. The results indicate that there are no fundamental limitations to either 
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method as there are in zero crossing techniques due to noise terms since the extra terms in 

moire methods vanish with the solid state array sampling technique. That is to say that 

these techniques are well suited to digital heterodyne methodologies employing solid state 

detector arrays. Rather, the limitations arise from the specific technologies employed and 

occur due to realworld limits, such as available light, digitization depth, inaccuracies in 

reference phase motion, and the SNR attainable. The errors produced by these at current 

levels of technology are small. Indeed, this investigation incicates that with SNR of 50U 

and reference phase errors corrected to below 1/bUth wave, rms errors less than 1/600th of 

a wave are feasible. This means a peak to valley of less than 1/10Uth of the adjustable 

equivalent wavelength. Precisions of this type mean that a coarse periodic pattern can be 

projected to produce a large depth of field. Given enough light and a relatively coarse 

projected period to give a 1 rnm equivalent wavelength, this produces a 10 \.1m peak to 

valley error over a maximum range of 2UO rnm using existing detector arrays. 
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